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Abstract 
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furthermore A is of degree 0’. It is shown that no set of degree 20” can be a member of any 
thin fl class. An r.e. degree d is constructed such that no set of degree d can be a member of 
any thin @ class. It is also shown that between any two distinct comparable r.e. degrees, there 
is a degree (not necessarily r.e.) that contains a set which is of rank one in some thin q class. 
It is shown that no maximal set can have rank one in any @ class, while there exist maximal 
sets of rank 2. The connection between fl classes, propositional theories and recursive 
Boolean algebras is explored, producing several corollaries to the results on fl classes. For 
example, call a recursive Boolean algebra thin if it has no proper nonprincipal recursive ideals. 
Then no thin recursive Boolean algebra can have a maximal ideal of degree 20”. 
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Introduction 
This paper examines the relation between the Cantor-Bendixson derivative 
rank and other structure of a countable fl class and the recursion-theoretic 
complexity of the members of that class. 
A recursively bounded fl class P is simply an effectively closed subset of the 
Baire space o” such that some recursive function f is greater than every element 
of P, that is, for all x E P and for all II, f(n) > x(n). It is easy to see that every 
recursively bounded (r.b.) fl class is recursively homeomorphic to a a subclass 
of the Cantor space (0, l}” of infinite sequences of O’s and 1’s. Therefore, in this 
paper, a @ class will be an effectively closed subset of (0, l}“, unless otherwise 
specified. An element x of the Cantor space is the characteristic function (xA) of 
some subset A of the natural numbers w; we will frequently identify A with xA. 
fl classes have been examined in many areas of mathematics. They have been 
studied in connection with logical theories, since, for any recursively enumerable 
theory r, the class of complete extensions of Tis a fl class. Also, every fl class 
is degree-isomorphic, up to Turing degree, to the class of complete extensions of 
some axiomatizable theory. They have also been studied in connection with 
recursive Boolean algebras, since the family of ultrafilters of a recursive Boolean 
algebra is a # class and every recursive Boolean algebra is recursively 
isomorphic to the family of relatively clopen subsets of a fl class. 
The connection between recursive Boolean algebras, logical theories and fl 
classes is illustrated by examining the lattice 9(93) of recursively enumerable 
filters of a recursive Boolean algebra 53. For instance, consider the countable free 
Boolean algebra Q of propositions generated by a countable set (4, ie: i E o} 
of literals. Under this identification, we have the following correspondences: 
proper filters with consistent heories, recursively enumerable filters with axioma- 
tizable theories, recursive filters with decidable theories, and ultrafilters with 
complete theories. The natural way to study the filter structure of Q is via the 
Stone space Y(Q). Recall that if F is a filter of Q, then Y(F) is the collection of 
all ultrafilters containing F. Y(F) can be viewed as a fl subclass of L%‘(Q). This 
provides a correspondence between the r.e. filters of Q and the fl subclasses of 
Y(Q). This also provides a correspondence between recrusively enumerable 
Boolean algebras and fl classes, since 93 is an r.e. Boolean algebra if and only if 
93 is effectively isomorphic to a quotient Q/F for some r.e. filter F. While all of 
this is well known, the connections have not appeared explicitly in print, so in 
Section 4 we will explicitly spell out these basic results as well as the resulting 
implications of our particular results on fl classes. 
There are many other examples of the deep connections between fl classes 
and effective problems in mathematics. For example, one can try to generalize 
the above results by considering the Zariski topology of a recursive ring. Then if Z 
is an r.e. ideal, the collection of prime ideals containing Z forms a @ class. A 
nice open problem here (due to Friedman-Simpson-Smith [12]) is whether for 
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any fl class C, there is a recursive ring R such that the collection of prime ideals 
of R corresponds to C. Another nice example is the proof of Metakides and 
Nerode [25] that Craven’s classification of the cone C(R) of orderings of a 
formally real field is effectively tight, that is: For any r.b. fl class C, there is a 
recursive formally real field R such that there is an effective one-to-one 
correspondence between the members of C(R) and the members of C which 
preserves many-one degree. 
Recursively bounded fl classes arise naturally in the study of recursive 
combinatorics. The set of solutions to an infinite recursive combinatorial problem 
may be represented as a fl class. For example, a recursive graph G = (V, E) is 
given by a recursive set V of natural numbers called the vertices together with a 
recursive subset E of V x V, called the edges. A k-coloring of G is a map f from 
V into {1,2, . . . , k} such that f(u) #f(v) whenever (u, v) E E, that is, such that 
any two vertices joined by an edge are colored with different colors. The 
k-coloring problem associated with the graph G is to find a k-coloring and the 
solution to the problem is a k-coloring. It is easy to see that, for any infinite 
recursive graph G, the set k-colorings of G forms a r.b. fl class. The paper [2] 
of Cenzer and Remmel includes a survey of such problems, including also the 
marriage problem, the decomposition problem for partially ordered (p.0.) sets 
and the dimension of p.o. sets problem. In some cases, every r.b. n’i class can be 
represented as the set of solutions to some recursive problem. This was shown by 
Manaster and Rosenstein [21] for the surjective marriage problem and by 
Remmel [26] for the coloring problem. Cenzer and Remmel [3] obtained a similar 
result for the set of winning strategies of an effectively closed infinite game of 
perfect information. 
One reason that fl classes arise so naturally in these problems is that the 
existence of a solution to an infinite problem can be derived from the existence of 
solutions to finite versions of the problem by applying K&rig’s Lemma, that is, 
the fact that every infinite finite branching tree has an infinite path. It turns out 
that in most of these cases, the existence theorem for solutions to one of these 
infinite problems also implies K&rig’s Lemma in a certain subsystem of 
second-order arithmetic. These results, part of the program of ‘reverse mathe- 
matics’, depend on an analysis of the corresponding fl classes (see [2]). 
The situation is rather akin to the realization that the notions of an r.e. set and 
Turing reducibility lay at the heart of incompleteness proofs. A natural question 
arising from that realization was Post’s problem, which led to the analysis of the 
degrees of r.e. sets. The analogous question for r.b. fl classes was the 
determination of the possible degrees of their members. The Kleene basis 
theorem showed that every nonempty fl class cwW contains a member which is 
recursive in some 2: set. (See Rogers [28] for related basis results.) Two early 
papers in the area are [15,16] by Jockusch and Soare. They show, among other 
things, that there is a nonempty fl class with no recursive members and such 
that any two members have mutually incomparable degree. This means, for 
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instance, that there is a recursive formally real field such that all orderings have 
mutually incomparable degree. 
Research in this area is still ongoing as we have by no means yet fully 
understood the possible degrees of members of @ classes. One apparently hard 
question here is whether there is a nonempty r.b. fl class all of whose members 
bound minimal degrees. A positive solution would solve an old question since it 
would show that all degrees of complete extensions of Peano arithmetic bound 
minimal degrees. 
Recursively enumerable sets not only have degrees, they also have algebraic 
structure. Thus we seek to understand the relationship between the structure of 
the lattice 8 of r.e. sets and the degrees. Hallmark results here are Martin’s result 
[19] that an r.e. degree d contains a maximal set if and only if d is high (i.e. 
d’ = or’), where an r.e. set M is maximal if and only if it is a co-atom in the 
quotient lattice of 8 module finite sets, and Soare’s result [30] that the lattice of 
r.e. supersets of every coinfinite low r.e. set is isomorphic to 8. 
The analogous situation for fl classes is poorly understood. Here there are 
several notions of algebraic structure associated with a fl class. One such notion 
is the Cantor-Bendixson rank and this is closely associated with the degrees of 
members of (countable) @ classes. The degrees of members of countable @ 
classes were studied in [l]. This analysis will be explained in detail below. It was 
shown in [l] that for any recursive ordinal LY, there is a fl class P with elements 
of Turing degree 0c201) and O(2Wy+1) and having rank (Y in P. Moreover, for any 
degree d s 0” which is comparable to 0’, there is a set A of degree d which has 
rank 1 in some rr(: class. In the sequel, [4], to that paper, the notion of the 
Cantor-Bendixson rank of a set (that is, the least ordinal LY such that IAlP = a for 
some fl class) was explored further. It was shown that every co-r.e. set is Turing 
equivalent to a hyperimmune co-r.e. set of rank one and that every hyperimmune 
set is Turing equivalent to a set which is not ranked. It was also shown that there 
can be two sets A and B of the same degree such that A is ranked while B is 
either not ranked or has a different rank than A. In particular, there are sets of 
degree 0’ which have arbitrarily high recursive rank, whereas none of the sets 
O(“), for cy> 0, are ranked at all. These studies were further continued by 
Downey [8], who constructed a degree b > 0 such that if A has degree <b, then A 
has rank ~1. 
Another notion of algebraic structure is given by analyzing the direct analogue 
of 8, the lattice Z’(2”) of fl subclasses of 2”. Here work is still in its infancy. 
In the present paper we focus on one feature of Z(2”): the analogue of a 
maximal set in 8. Since everything is dual in 6p(2”), the corresponding notion 
will be one of minimality: one would expect that a minimal fl class will 
correspond to a maximal filter. 
The first construction of such an object was due to Martin and Pour-El [24], 
who constructed in Q an axiomatizable, essentially undecidable theory T each 
axiomatizable extension of which was a finite one. In the language of filters, this 
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was a perfect member of Z’(Q) such that each extension was principal. When we 
interpret this in .3(2”),we arrive at the central notion of the present paper: a thin 
@ class. A fl subset of (0, l}” is said to be thin if, for every fl subset Q of P, 
there is a clopen set U such that Q = U n P. The notion of thinness was first 
made explicit in Downey [8]. Thin classes were also independently constructed by 
Simpson (unpublished) and are related to superminimal profinite groups by the 
work of Rick Smith [29]. The related notion of a minimal fl class C is one such 
that every rr( subclass Q of C is either finite or cofinite in C. 
The notion of a thin fl class can also be looked at in connection with recursive 
combinatorics. For example, let C be the fl class of k-colorings of a recursive 
graph G = (V, E). 0 ne of the elementary properties of rank is that an isolated 
member of a fl class must be recursive. Now a coloring # of G will be isolated in 
C if and only if there is some finite subgraph G’ of G such that # is the unique 
extension of the coloring @ r G’ to the entire graph G. Now we will show in 
section one that in a thin class any recursive member has to be isolated. Thus if C 
is thin, then any recursive coloring of G is uniquely determined by its restriction 
to some finite subgraph. Now fix a recursive coloring q of a recursive subgraph 
G’ of G. Then the class C, of all extensions @ of r+!~ to G is a fl subclass of C. 
Thus if C is minimal, it follows that either all but finitely many colorings of G 
agree with ly or only finitely many of them agree with q. It follows from the 
result of Remmel [26] cited above that once we have constructed thin and 
minimal classes, there will also be recursive graphs with the properties discussed 
here. 
If F is a r.e. filter, then the degree of F is the same as the degree of the set of 
extendible nodes in the fl class C(F) representing F in 2”. For perfect fl 
classes these degree classes are well understood. In the same way as the maximal 
sets correspond to the high degrees, it was found that Martin-Pour-El theories 
have degrees corresponding to a new natural subclass of the r.e. degrees that 
correspond to natural ‘multiple permitting arguments’. This class was sub- 
sequently found to occur in a number of other constructions in the literature and 
the class has recently been extended to the degrees at large. (See Downey- 
Jockusch-Stob [lo].) It is not known if the analogues of Soare’s maximal set 
result holds for such filters. Is it the case that if C, and C2 are two perfect thin fl 
classes, then there is an automorphism @ of L?(27 with @(C,) = CZ? 
In the present paper we continue the investigation of L&(2”) focusing now on 
thin theories and upon lattice-theoretical properties of members of fl classes. As 
the title suggests we will particularly concern ourselves with countable (thin) fl 
classes and degree classes associated with them. 
The goal of the paper is thus twofold: we continue the analysis of 3(2@) and 
continue to extend the general programme of seeing which degrees contain 
ranked points, and what properties of a set may imply that the set is, or is not, 
ranked. 
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a section of preliminaries. In 
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Section 2, countable thin fl classes are constructed having members of all 
possible Cantor-Bendixson ranks, that is, all recursive ranks. A thin fl class P is 
constructed with D(P) = {A}, where A has degree 0’. On the other hand, a 
general result is proved which implies that no set of degree 30” can be a member 
of a thin fl class. An r.e. degree d is constructed such that no element of degree 
d can be a member of any thin fl class. A density result is given which finds, 
between any two comparable r.e. degrees, a Turing degree which has a member 
of rank one in some thin fl class. 
In Section 3, we study the class of r.e. sets one would most likely expect to be 
associated with thinness or ranking: the maximal sets. We show that although no 
maximal set can have rank one, there exist maximal sets of rank 2. In fact, we 
show that no ,YZi hyper-hyper-immune (h.h.i.) set can have rank one, although 
we do not know if a h.h.i. set can have rank one. 
In Section 4, as mentioned earlier, we will make explicit the connection 
between fl classes and recursive Boolean algebras. This produces several 
theorems concerning Boolean algebras which are corollaries of the results of 
Section 2. A recursive Boolean algebra will be said to be thin if it has no proper 
nonprincipal recursive ideals. Then, for example, if the Boolean algebra 93 is 
thin, it cannot have a maximal ideal of degree 20”. 
1. Preliminaries 
Some definitions are needed. Let 2” be the Cantor set of infinite sequences of 
O’s and l’s and o” be the Baire space of infinite sequences of natural numbers. 
Let 2’” be the set of finite strings of O’s and l’s and let ocw be the set of finite 
strings of natural numbers. We think of a string u as a function from 
(0, 1, . . . , n - l} into w and write lb(a) = n. The empty string has length 0 and 
will be denoted by 0. A constant string o of length n will be denoted k” and the 
constant infinite string will be denoted by k”. For m < lb(o) u r m is the 
restriction of u to (0, 1, . . . , m - l} ; z is an extension of o (a i r) if 0 = t r m 
for some m. We say that u and r are compatible if either u < t or r 4 u. The 
concatenation u-t (or sometimes just ur) is defined by 
u-t = (u(O), u(l), . . . , u(m - l), r(O), t(l), . . . , z(n - l)), 
where lb(u) = m and lb(z) = n. In particular, we let u-u represent u-(a) and u-u 
represent (a)“~, where a is a natural number. A free is a set T of strings such 
that if JET and u<r, then UET; for any u,Tru={z~T:u and r are 
compatible}. For an element x of ww, x 1 n denotes the finite sequence 
(x(O), x(l), . . . , x(n - 1)). We say that u is an initial segment of x (a Xx) if 
u =x 1 n for some 12. We write y = u-x to mean that y(i) = u(i) for i < lb(u) = it 
and y(n + i) =x(i) for all i. The set [T] of paths through T is {x: x 1 m E T for all 
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m}. The set Ext(T) of extendible nodes of T is defined by 
o E Ext(T) e (3x E [T])[a <xl. 
It follows from K&rig’s Infinity Lemma that for a tree T c 2’“, we have 
BE Ext(T) e (Vn)(%)[lh(r) = n & c~ -= r & r E T]. 
so that Ext(T) will be a co-r.e. subset of w iw if T is recursive. A node o E T is 
said to be a dead end if o 4 Ext(T). A subset P of w“’ is fl if P = [T] for some 
recursive tree T. It is important to note that any II’; class is actually equal to [T] 
for some primitive recursive tree T. (In fact, it is shown in [3] that polynomial 
time trees suffice.) Thus we can effectively enumerate the fl classes by 
enumerating the primitive recursive trees. This will be used in several places. 
Now we will frequently want to code up a finite sequence (a,, < a, < . * - <a,) 
of natural numbers by a finite sequence o = (a,, a,, . . . , a,) E 2’“. We will do 
this by choosing o to be the finite sequence of length a, so that, for all i <a,, 
a(i) = 1 e (3k < n)[uk = i]. Thus u is the restriction to a, of the characteristic 
function of the set {a,, . . . , u,_~}. This is made explicit as follows. 
Definition. For any finite sequence a, < u1 < . . . < a, of natural numbers, 
( ao, a17 * * * , 
u,) = ()“ol()a,-o”-ll . . . Oa,_,-a,~*-...-ao-n+llou~-...-~~~-~, 
An arbitrary sequence o,, . . . , a,, of strings from 2”” will be coded by a 
number k = [uo,. . . , on], where k is the number which has base 3 representation 
2-o,-. . . “2-u,,. A sequence a,, . . . , a, of natural numbers will be coded by 
[ a,, a2, . . . , a,], where each a, is given its binary representation. 
Let &? be the eth partial recursive function with oracle A. We write r#~t(n)l to 
mean that #t(n) exists (or converges) and we write @t(n)? to mean that &?(n) 
diverges. Then A’ (the Turing jump) of A is {e: $t(e)l}. The degree a of a set A 
is written in boldface. The empty set is written as 0 and has degree 0. The reader 
is referred to Soare [31] for basic definitions and facts about r.e. sets and degrees. 
In particular, note that an r.e. set is often called a 27 set, since it can be 
represented by a 27 formula of arithmetic and similarly a co-r.e. set is called a fl 
set. Thus we refer to a @ subset of ow as a fl class. 
The Cantor-Bendixson derivative D(P) of a closed set P is the set of 
nonisolated points of P. The iterated Cantor-Bendixson derivative D”(P) is 
defined for all ordinals a: by the following transfinite induction. 
DO(P) = P; D”+‘(P) = D(D”(P)) for any cu; 
D”(P) = =?A D”(P) for any limit ordinal A. 
The Cantor-Bendixson rank of a countable closed subset P of 2” is the least 
ordinal a such that the a + 1st derivative is empty. The (effective) Cantor- 
Bendixson rank of a point A E 2” is the least ordinal (Y such that, for some fl 
subset P of 2”, D”(P) = {A}. 
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The topology of ow (and also of 2”) has a basis of intervals of the form 
Z(a) = {x: o <x}. Note that each finite union of intervals in o w is a clopen set 
and that any clopen subset of 2” is just a finite union of intervals. This implies the 
following important observation. For any element x of a closed subset Q of 2”, x 
is in D(Q) if and only if for every clopen set U containing x, there is a point y 
different from x in U fl Q. Equivalently, x is not in D(Q) if and only if there is a 
clopen set U containing x such that U n Q = {x}. 
Another useful observation is the following: For any compact set P, D(P) is 
empty if and only if P is finite. (See Kuratowski [17, p. 761 for background on the 
derivative.) 
We need the following well-known lemma, which is a simple consequence of 
K&rig’s Infinity Lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. For any x E 2”, x is recursive if and onZy if {x} is a @ class. 
2. Thin @ classes 
Recall that the term ‘z class’ means ‘fl subset of (0, l},’ unless otherwise 
specified. Recall that a coinfinite r.e. set M is said to be maximal if for any r.e. set 
A, if M c A, then either A\M is finite or o\A is finite. A fl subset C of w is 
said to be co-maximal if o\C is maximal, that is, C is infinite and for every @ 
subset B of C, either B is finite or C\B is finite. A.H. Lachlan [18] showed that 
an infinite fl set C is co-hyperhypersimple if and only if every fl subset of C is 
the intersection of C with a recursive set. These notions have natural versions for 
fl classes. (Since we will be considering both sets and classes in this paper, we 
will use the term ‘minimal’ for classes rather than co-maximal.) 
Definition. (a) A fl class P is said to be minimal if for every @ subclass Q, 
either Q is finite or P \ Q is finite. 
(b) A fl class P is said to be thin if every fl subclass Q of P is relatively 
clopen in P, that is, there is a clopen set U such that Q = U fl P. 
The connection between thin and minimal classes will be made below in 
Lemma 2.1. Let us first make a few observations about the derivatives of thin 
sets. Recall that if x is any isolated point in a fl class P, then x is recursive and 
{x} is a relatively clopen subset of P. Now, if the fl class P has Cantor- 
Bendixson rank 0, then P is finite and all its elements are isolated. It follows that 
every subset of P is finite and is also relatively clopen, so that P must be minimal 
and also thin. It is not so easy to find a thin fl class P with Cantor-Bendixson 
rank one. The difficulty is indicated by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.0. For any thin fl class P and any element x of P, x is isolated in P if 
and only if x is recursive. 
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Proof. (only if) This is true for any fl class. 
(if) If x is recursive, then {x} is a @ subclass of P by Lemma 1.1. Since P is 
thin, it follows that {x} is a relatively clopen subclass of P. This implies that x is 
isolated. 0 
This means that any infinite thin fl class must contain nonrecursive elements, 
which makes a countable thin fl class rather difficult to construct. However, thin 
classes of rank one are more manageable, due to the following connection with 
minimal classes. The following lemma will be used to construct thin classes of 
rank one. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a fl class. 
(a) Zf P is thin and the Cantor-Bendixson derivative D(P) is a singleton, then P 
is minimal. 
(b) Zf P is minimal and infinite, then the Cantor-Bendixson derivative D(P) is a 
singleton. 
(c) Zf P is minimal and has a nonrecursive member, then P is thin. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that P is thin and let D(P) = {A}. Now let Q be a a 
subclass of P. Since P is thin, it follows that Q = P fl U for some clopen set U. 
This means that P\ Q = P\ U is also a fl subclass of P. Now suppose by way of 
contradiction that both Q and P\ Q were infinite. Then both sets would have to 
contain limit points. But both D(Q) and D(P\Q) are subsets of D(P) = {A}, so 
that A is the only possible limit point in either set. Since the two sets are disjoint, 
it is impossible for A to belong to both of them. 
(b) Suppose that P is minimal and infinite. Then there is some limit point A in 
D(P). We claim that D(P) = {A}. Suppose therefore that B is any other element 
of P. Then of course there is some clopen set U such that A E P II U and 
B E P\ U. Since A is a limit point of P, P rl U must be infinite. Since P is minimal 
and P fl U is a n(: subclass of P, it follows that P\ U is finite. But this implies that 
B is isolated in P. 
(c) Suppose next that P is minimal and has a nonrecursive member A. Then 
A E D(P) and it follows from (b) that in fact D(P) = {A}. Thus for any other set 
B E P, B is isolated in P, so that there exists a clopen set U(B) such that 
P n U(B) = {B}. 
Now let Q be any fl subclass of P. There are two cases. 
Case 1: Q is finite. Then all members of Q are recursive, so that A $ Q and 
Q = P n Bc;b U(B). 
Case 2: Q is infinite and P\ Q is finite. Then D(Q) is nonempty and since 
D(Q) c D(P) = {A}, we must have A E Q, so that 
Q=Pn 2 
[ -\.&?“4. I3 
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We remark that there exist minimal rr(: classes which are not thin. For 
example, let M be any maximal r.e. set and let P = {A: A II M = 0 & card(A) < 
l}. The maximality of M directly implies the minimality of P. P is not thin since 
{O} is a n(: subclass of P which is not clopen in P. 
Theorem 2.2. For every recursive ordinal a, there is a thin fl class P, with 
Cantor-Bendixson rank IX. Furthermore, we may take P, as the set of paths 
through a recursive tree with no dead ends. 
Proof. The proof employs a transfinite inductive definition. To illustrate the 
general argument, we first give the basic construction of a thin a class with 
Cantor-Bendixson rank one. 
Let T, c (0, l}<, be the eth primitive recursive tree, so that [T,], [T,], . . . is an 
effective enumeration of all fl subsets of (0, l}“. We are going to construct a 
point A, a sequence r,, x r1 < . . . of strings with A = LJi ti and a fl class P such 
that 
(I) D(P) = {A]. 
(2) For any e and any extension B E P of r,, if A E [T,], then B E [T,]. 
Property (1) states directly that P has Cantor-Bendixson rank one. Properties 
(1) and (2) imply that P is minimal, by the following argument. 
Note first that, for all B E P, if B #A, then the point B is isolated in P by 
property (l), so that there exists a clopen set U(B) such that P II U(B) = {B}. 
Suppose now that [Tel is a subset of P. Then there are two cases. 
Case 1. If A $ [Tel, then, since A is the only limit point of P and every infinite 
class has a limit point, it follows that [Tel is finite. 
Case 2. If A E [T,], then it follows from property (2) that every extension of r, 
is also in T,. Now the set P\Z(z,) of paths through T which are not extensons of 
re is a closed set and has no limit point (since A is the only limti point of P). 
Thus P\Z(t,) is finite and, since P\[T,] c P\Z(z,), P\[T,] is also finite. 
It also follows from properties (1) and (2) that A is not recursive. To see this, 
suppose by way of contradiction that A were recursive. Then {A} would be a fl 
class, so that {A} = [Tel f or some e. Now by property (2), we have P II Z( t,) c 
[T,], which makes A isolated in P, contradicting property (1). This demonstrates 
that A is not recursive. It now follows from Lemma 2.1 that P is thin. 
It remains to construct the set P. The construction will proceed in stages. At 
stage s we will have, for e GS, finite sequences z’ such that, for all e <s, 
e-1 < z’,+r. The construction will ensure the existence of the limits z, = lim, t’, 
for each e. The point A will the union of {r,: ew}. At the same time we will be 
defining a sequence k(0) < k(1) < . - . so that s < k(s) and constructing a recursive 
tree Tin stages T”. At stage s, we will have decided whether each finite sequence 
of length k(s) is in T. This will ensure that T is recursive. We will always put a-0 
into T whenever u is in T. This will imply that X, = r,-0” E P for all e; since A is 
nonrecursive and therefore infinite, there are infinitely many distinct x,, so that 
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A E D(P). To obtain D(P) = {A}, we do the construction so that, whenever 
c+* = z’,, then there are no new branches added below z’,. Thus once we have 
reached a stage s such that tie = r, and counted the number n of distinct branches 
of T” not passing through z”,, then we know that all but rz points of P will pass 
through re. Now suppose that some path B is in D(P) but is different from A. 
Just let k be the least number such that A(k - 1) # B(k - 1) and let e be least 
such that A 1 k c z,. Then no extension of B 1 k passes through r,. It follows 
that the set of extensions of B 1 k in P is finite, so that B is isolated in P. This will 
take care of property (1). 
In order to satisfy property (2), we want the construction to ensure the 
following requirements for each e. 
(Rp): If re E T,, then every extension of re which is in T is also in T,. 
We begin the construction by setting k(0) = 1, putting (0) and (1) in To and 
setting ri = 0. 
Now suppose we have completed the construction as far as stage s. At stage 
s + 1, we look for the least number e s s such that z’, E T” n T, but 9, has some 
extension t E T” which is not in T,. If there is such an e, then we act on 
requirement R, at stage s + 1, as follows. Let r be the lexicographically least 
extension of z’, of length k(s) which is in T” \ T,. Then let <+l= r. For i < e, let 
<+‘=c. For iss-e+l, let eT:= t-1’. Now let k(s + 1) = k(s) + s - e + 1 
and define Ts+l to be the union of T” with the set of the following strings. First, 
for any (J E T” of length k(s) and any i G s - e + 1, the extension o-0’. Next, for 
any i G s - e + 1, and any i G s - e + 1 - i, the extension t-( l’)-(0’). 
If there is no such e, just let $+I = 6 for all i <s and let e:: = C-1. Let 
k(s + 1) = k(s) + 1 and let TS+l be the union of T” with the set of all strings o-0 
where u E T” and the string <I:. 
Observe that in either case, we have extended all nodes in T” by at least one 
node in TS+l, so that T will have no dead ends. 
Claim 1. For every e, the sequence t’, converges to some limit z,. 
Proof of Claim 1. This is by induction on e. Suppose that Claim 1 is proved for 
all i < e and that we have reached a stage s such that < = ri for all i < e. There 
are two cases. If t: = 9, for all r >s, then the limit r, = t’, and we are done. 
Otherwise, let r >s be least such that t: f z’,. It follows from the construction 
that we must have t: $ T,. After stage r, there is no way that t: can be different 
from t:. Thus the limit re = r:. Cl 
Since t’, < z$+~ for all s and e, it follows that r, < re+, for all e. Thus we can 
define the set A to have characteristic function lJ, r,. 
Claim 2. For any e and any s, if c+l= t’,, then there are no new branches in 
T’+‘\ T” which do not pass through t’,. 
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Proof of Claim 2. This follows immediately from the construction. 0 
It now follows that, for any e, all but finitely many points of P pass through re. 
It follows from the discussion preceding the construction that D(P) = {A}. 
Claim 3. Zf z, E I&, then every extension of te which is in T is also in T,. 
Proof of Claim 3. Suppose by way of contradiction that re E T, but that re has 
some extension r E T such that r $ T,. Consider a stage s > lb(t) such that 6 = ri 
for all is e and r E T”. Then at stage s + 1, we have t E T” so the construction 
dictates that we act on requirement R, and make zS,+‘= t, contradicting the 
assumption that 6 = r,. Cl 
This establishes properties (1) and (2) above and thus completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 for a = 1. 
Now for the general argument, let K be a fixed recursive ordinal. We will prove 
the result for ordinals less than K. Since K is arbitrary, this will prove the theorem 
for all recursive ordinals. 
We need a recursively related, univalent system of notations for the ordinals 
less than K, as described in Rogers [28]. This is a one-to-one map o from the 
natural numbers (or a finite subset thereof) onto K such that each of the following 
relations is recursive. 
“o(a) < o(b)“; 
“o(b) = o(a) + 1”; 
“o(a) is a limit ordinal”. 
We may assume that o(0) = 0. 
We will construct, by a transfinite inductive definition, a uniformly recursive 
family of recursive trees S,(a) such that, for each natural number a with o(a) = (Y 
and each u E (0, l}*, P,(a) = [S,(a)] is a thin fl class with Cantor-Bendixson 
rank (Y and every string in &(a) is compatible with o. For (Y = 0, let 
&(a) = {r: (3n)[t< a-O”]> and [&(a)] = {a-Ow}. 
Now suppose that the trees S,(a) have been constructed for all b with 
o(b) < o(a). Fix a string ao. We will now give the construction of the tree &(a,). 
There are two cases, which we can recognize recursively by the third property of 
our system of notations. 
Case 1: o(a) = (Y is a successor ordinal. In this case, compute b such that 
o(b) = /3, where o(a) = o(b) + 1 and proceed as follows to construct the tree 
T = S,(a), the sequence ro, ri, . . . , with r,^l < re+l for all e, and the point 
A = lJi zi with the following properties. 
(1) For each e, the set of strings in T which are compatible with r,-0 is 
precisely S,( r,-0). 
(2) For any e and any extension B E P of r,, if A E [T,], then B E [T,]. 
(3) For each e, there are only finitely many points B in [T] which extend r,-1 
but do not extend z,+~. 
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Let us first show that these three properties are sufficient to make P = [T] thin 
and to have D”(P) = {A}. 
For each II, let U(n) be the clopen set of extensions of A r n which disagree 
with A 1 (n + 1). Let us consider DB(P fl U(n)) for each IZ. There are two 
possibilities. 
If A r n = z, for some e then by property (l), P II U(n) = S,(q) so that 
Dp(P f~ U(n)) will be a singleton. (Note that there are infinitely many IZ of this 
type-) 
If not, then by property (3), P II U(n) will be finite, so that DB(P fl U(n)) will 
be empty, since ~3 > 0. 
Now it follows from Lemma 1.2 of [4] that DB(P fl U(n)) = DB(P) fl U(n). 
Thus for the infinitely many n of the first type, we have a single element in 
DO(P) n U(n). N ow the point A must be a limit of those elements, so that 
A E D”(P), since a! = /3 + 1. 
On the other hand, we have Dm(P fl U(n)) = 0 for all it. But any element of P 
other than A must lie in one of the P n U(n). It follows that only A can be in 
D”(P). 
This shows that D”(P) = {A} as desired. 
Now consider the thinness of P. Note that as mentioned above, every element 
of P, other than A, must lie in exactly one of the sets P n U(n). Now if n is of the 
first type, then P rl U(n) = S,(z,) an is itself a thin fl class by the inductive d 
construction. If IZ is of the second type, then P fl U(n) is finite, which implies that 
any point B in P rl U(n) is isolated in P, so that there exists a clopen set U(B) 
such that P n U(B) = {B}. Suppose now that [TJ is a subset of P. Then there are 
two cases. 
Case i. Suppose A $ [T,], then, since [T,] is closed, there must be some p such 
that no extension of A r p is in T,. Thus [T,] is a subset of lJ,_ P fl U(n). Recall 
the two possibilities discussed above. If n is of the first type and A 1 n = zi for 
some i < e, then, since P rl U(n) is thin, we must have some clopen V(n) c U(n) 
such that P fl U(n) rl [T,] = P fl V(n). Let V = I_& V(n). If n is of the second 
type, then any element B of [T,] n U( n is isolated in P, so we have some clopen ) 
U(B) c U(n) with P fl U(B) = {B}. N ow let K be the set of B such that 
B E [ZJ n U(n) f or some n <p of the second type and let U = LJseK U(B). Then 
it is easy to check that [T,] = P n (II U V). 
Case ii. If A E [T,], then it follows from property (2) that every extension of r, 
which is in P is also in T,. Thus P fl Z( z,) = [T,] n Z( re). Now [T,] \I( z,) = 
Uncp [T,] n U(n), where p = lh(r,). Thus we can construct as in Case i a clopen 
set W such that [T,] \Z(re) = P fl W. It then follows that [TJ = P n (Z(ze) u W). 
It remains to construct the set P. The construction will proceed in stages. At 
stage s we will hafe, for e s s, strings z”, such that, for all e <s, ~$7 -c z’,,,. The 
construction will ensure the existence of the limits re = lim, tie for each e. The 
point A will the union of the {re: e E N}. At the same time we will be 
constructing a recursive tree T in stages T”. At stage s, we will have decided 
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whether all finite sequences of length k(s) are in T, where s s k(s). This will 
ensure that T is recursive. We will always put a-0 into T whenever o is in T. This 
will imply that there are no dead ends in the tree. The construction will make the 
extensions of ~-0 in T” just those in the tree sS,(r,-0) of length &(s). This will 
guarantee that we have property (1). 
To obtain property (3), we do the construction so that, whenever ~$1: = e+i, 
then e+l= 6 for all is e and any new branches which extend e-1 will not 
extend e+l. Thus once we have reached a stage s such that z’,+i = r,+i, the 
number of distinct branches of T” which extend z, but not re+i will remain fixed 
and therefore finite. 
In order to satisfy property (2), we want the construction to ensure the 
following requirement for each e. 
(R,): If r, E T,, then every extension of re which is in T is also in T,. 
This will certainly ensure property (2), since it implies that if B is an infinite 
extension of re, then all initial segments of B longer than r, must be in T,, so that 
B itself must be in [T,]. 
We begin the construction of the recursive tree T = S,(o,) by setting 
k(0) = lh(o,), setting r0 = a,, and making TO the set of initial segments of a,. 
Now suppose we have completed the construction as far as stage s. At stage 
s + 1, we look for the least number e s s such that 9, E T” fl T, but re has some 
extension t E T” which is not in T,. If there is such an e, then we act on 
requirement R, at stage s + 1, as follows. Let r be the lexicographically least 
extension of z”, of length k(s) which is in T”\ T,. Then let r$+l= t. For i < e, let 
c+‘=c. For its-e+l, let z”,Ii=t-1’. Now let k(s+l)=k(s)+s-e+l 
and define TS+l to be the union of T” with the set of the following strings. First, 
for any o E T” of length k(s) and any z -. ’ < s - e + 1, the extension a-0’. Next, for 
anyi<s-e+l, andanyjss-e+l- i, the extension t-(li)-(o’). Finally, for 
all i se, TS+l contains all of the strings in S,(c”-0) of length &(s + 1). (Of 
course these are all in Si”(tie’l-O).) 
If there is no such e, just let z$+l= c for all i ss and let <I: = c-1. Let 
k(s + 1) = k(s) + 1 and let T”+’ contain all strings in T” together with all strings 
a-0 where o E T” and the string ez:, as well as all of the strings in S,(c”-0) of 
length &(s + 1). 
Observe that in either case, we have extended all nodes in T” by at least one 
node in TS+l, so that T will have no dead ends. 
Claim 5. For every e, the sequence z’, converges to some limit te. 
Proof of Claim 5. This is exactly as above in the (Y = 1 case. 0 
Claim 6. For any e, the set of extensions of ~-0 in T are just the points in 
&4%-o). 
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Proof of Claim 6. Let s be the first stage at which t”, = te. Then we know that 
k(r) < lh(re) for all r <s, so that there were no extensions of z, in T”. From stage 
s onwards, the construction always puts the same extensons of z,-0 in T that it 
puts into S,(z,-0). Cl 
Claim 7. For any e and any stage s such that zS,z\ = e+l, there are no new 
branches added at stage s + 1 which extend <,^l but do not extend I$+~. 
Proof of Claim 7. It follows from the construction that branches are added at 
stage s + 1 only if they are extensions of some z$+‘-O which lie in S,(<“-0). If 
t”, < o but not z’,^l -K o, then o cannot extend any rI+l-O. q 
It follows from Claims 6 and 7 and the discussion preceding the construction 
that D”(P) = {A}. 
It remains to be shown that P is thin. 
Claim 8. Zf z, E T,, then every extenson of z, which is in T is also in z. 
Proof of Claim 8. This is exactly the same as the corresponding result (Claim 3) 
for the case (Y = 1. q 
It follows from Claim 8 and the discussion preceding the construction that 
P = [&(a,,)] is thin. 
A few words need to be said about why the trees S, are uniformly recursive in 
a. The definition of the trees S, is by effective transfinite induction which is 
justified by the recursion theorem. See Rogers [28, Chapter 111 for details. This 
construction is uniformly effective. 
Next we consider the limit case of the construction. We will omit most of the 
details since they are similar to those in the successor case. 
Case 2: o(a) = (Y is a recursive limit ordinal. In this case, let b,, < b, < . . *be a 
sequence of notations with supn o(b,) = a: and proceed as follows to the 
construction of the tree T = &(a,), the sequence tO, zl, . . . , with te < ze+, for 
all e, and the point A = Ui ti with the same properties as in the successor case, 
except for: 
(1)’ For each e, the set of strings in T which are compatible with z,-0 is 
precisely S&z,-0). 
As in the successor case, the three properties are sufficient to make P = [T] 
thin and to have D”(P) = {A}. 
For each e, let Be = o(b,). 
In the proof that D=(P) = {A}, we have the following changes. If A r n = z,, 
then DB(P II U(n)) is empty if and only if /3 > &. It follows that for any e, 
D@e(P fl U(n)) . is nonempty for infinitely many n, that is, all n with A 1 n = ti for 
i 2 e. Thus, for any e, Doe(P) is infinite and therefore contains A. Since (1: is the 
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supremum of the fies,, it follows that A E D”(P). On the other hand, for every n, 
D”(P n U(n)) is empty. But any element of P other than A must lie in one of the 
P fl U(n). It follows that only A can be in D”(P). 
This shows that D”(P) = {A} as desired. 
The proof of the thinness of P goes through as before. 
Finally, let us see why the construction is effective at a limit stage. This is 
because, to determine whether a string of length s is in the tree, we only need to 
consider at most the trees S,< where e 6 s. Thus we have gone down in the 
hierarchy of notations from 11 to at most b,. As discussed above, the fact that the 
ordinals referred to in the construction are strictly decreasing implies that the 
construction is effective. 0 
Now consider the special case of Theorem 2.2 for a = 1. Since there are no 
dead ends in the tree constructed, it follows from Lemma 2.1 of [4] that the 
unique nonisolated point A is recursive in 0’, that is, At. We now want to see 
whether we can improve this result in two possible ways. First, can A actually be 
an r.e. set? Second, can A have any arbitrary degree below O’? Now if we do not 
require that the tree has no dead ends, we know that for fl classes which are 
not necessarily thin we might even have A Turing equivalent to 0”. Therefore we 
would also like to see whether we can get A to have degree 0”. 
We begin with a general method of obtaining a recursively enumerable set A 
and a fl class P (not necessarily thin) such that D(P) = {A}. 
Let us say that a subset B of a set A = {a0 < al < * * *} is an initial subset of A if, 
for any b E B and any a E A, if a < b, if a < b then a E B. Thus the initial subsets 
of A are A itself and all subsets of the form A, = {a,, al, . . . , a,_,} for finite n. 
Let P(A) be the class of initial subsets of A. 
Definition. A set A = {a,, < a, < * . a} is said to be retraceable if there is a partial 
recursive function @ such that, for any n, @~(a,+~) = a,. 
Retraceable sets were introduced by Dekker and Myhill in [6]. Observe that if 
A is a retraceable @ set, then the function @ may be modified to obtain a total 
recursive retracing function @+ as follows. Given an input a, simultaneously 
enumerate the r.e. set E = (@\A) U {q,} while attempting to compute @(a). If a 
is enumerated into E before @(a) converges, let @“(a) = 0; if not, then 
eventually @(a) must converge and we let @“(a) = @(a). Thus @+ is a total 
recursive function and @+(u,,+J = a, for all n. 
Lemma2.3. A ~setA={u,<uI<--~} is retraceable if and only if there is a 
recursive function Y such that, for all n, Y(u,) = n. 
Proof. If A is retraceable, let @ be a retracing function. Then given a E A, we 
can repeatedly apply @ to count the number of elements of A below a. On the 
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other hand, suppose that we have the function Y with Y(a,) = n. Then given 
a = a,,, E A, we can compute from Y that there are exactly n + 1 elements of A 
below a. Then we can recover the sequence a0 < - . . < a, by searching for a stage 
at which the remaining a - n - 1 numbers below a have all been enumerated into 
w \A. Y 1 A can be extended to the complement of A in the same way that the 
retracing function was extended above. cl 
It is clear that the class P(A) of initial subsets of any set A is closed and that, if 
A is infinite, then D(P(A)) = {A}. 0 ur next result provides a natural family of 
fl classes with Cantor-Bendixson rank one. 
Lemma 2.4. The set A = {a0 < a, < . . .} is fl and retraceable if and only if the 
class P(A) of initial subsets of A is @. 
Proof. Suppose that A = {a0 < a, < . . *} is fl and retraceable, and let bi be a 
recursive function such that @(an+,) = a, for all n. Also, let A” denote the 
recursive approximation to the set A at stage s. Now define the recursive tree T 
as follows. 
lb,, bi, . . . , b,, S) E T e (Vi c n)(bi E A”+” & (i > O* I = bi-,)). 
It is easy to check that [T] = P(A), so that P(A) is fl. 
Now suppose that P(A) is fl. Then wehave a recursive tree T such that, for 
any a = u,+i EA, there is only one string o= (uo, a,, . . . , a,, a,+,)-1 of length 
a + 1 and ending in 1, which has an extension in [T]; then @(a) = a, can be 
decoded from o. To find a, we just search through all strings of length m > a 
until we find m large enough so that all strings r in T, of length m and with 
r(u) = 1, start with the same initial segment (a) of length a + 1. To see that A is a 
n(: set, recall that Ext(T) is a and observe that 
a E A e (3a)[lh(o) = a + 1 & o E Ext(T) & o(u) = 11. 
This lemma now gives a quick proof that any retraceable non-recursive fl set 
A = {a0 < a, < - a -} is hyperimmune, that is, not dominated by any recursive 
function. This result is Theorem T4 of [6]. 
Lemma 2.5 (Dekker-Myhill). Zf A = {a0 < a, < . . *} is a retraceable nonrecursive 
@ set, then A is hyperimmune. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, P(A) is a fl class. Now suppose by way of contradiction 
that f were a recursive function which dominated A. Then the set {A} would be 
the intersection of P(A) with the following fl class: 
{B: (Vn)(card(B fl (0, 1, . . . , f(n)}) 2 n}. 
Thus {A} would be a fl class, so that A would be recursive by Lemma 1.1. 
This contradiction demonstrates the lemma . 0 
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Now the class P(A) has the derivative structure that we want, that is, the set A 
always has rank one in P(A) and all other sets in P(A) have rank 0. If A is @, 
then we would like to express P(A) as the class [S] of paths through a recursive 
tree S with no dead ends for two reasons. First, we know from [l] that if A has 
rank one in [S] where S is recursive and has no dead ends, then A is recursive in 
0’; thus we would like to try to get such a representation for any set recursive in 
0’. Second, the question of whether a recursive tree has no dead ends will be an 
important consideration in the study of recursive Boolean algebras in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.6. For any infinite set A, P(A) is closed and D(P(A)) = {A}. 
Furthermore, if A is a retraceable fl set, then there is a recursive tree S with no 
dead ends such that D([S]) = {A}. 
Proof. As above, let A = (a,, al, . . .} where a, < a, <. . . and let A, = {a,: i < 
e}. It is clear that A is the limit of the sets A,, so that A E D(P(A)). Now, for any 
e, define the clopen set 17, to be 
{C: a, 4 C & (Vi < e)[Ui E Cl}. 
Then {A,} = P fl U,, so that A, is isolated in P(A). It follows that D(P) = (A}. 
Now any set B not in P(A) either contains an element b not in A, so that 
B E {C: b E C}, an open set disjoint from P(A), or else belongs to one of the sets 
U, above. This shows that P(A) is closed. 
Now if A is retraceable and a, then it follows from Lemma 2.4 that P(A) is 
fl. However, the recursive tree T as defined in Lemma 2.4 such that P(A) = [T] 
will quite possibly have dead ends. To get a tree with no dead ends, we have to 
add a few more points to the set P(A). 
Let A” be the sth recursive approximation to the set A, so that As+] cAS for all 
s and A = n A”. Let @ be a retracing function for A. Now define the recursive 
tree S by 
(60, bl, . . . , b,, S) E S e (Vi G n)(bi E Abn & (i > O+= @(bi) = bi_J). 
S has no dead ends because for any string u E S, it is clear that a-0 E S. By 
comparing this to the definition of the tree T with [T] = P(A) in Lemma 2.4, we 
see that T c S, so that P(A) c [S]. It follows that A E D([S]). Now the elements 
of [S]\[T] must differ from A somewhere. We will use this to show that they all 
have rank zero. Let B = {bO < bl < * - -} E [S] differ from A. Observe that from 
the definition of S we must have @(b,+I) = b, for all n. Now there are two 
possibilities. 
First, B might be a subset of A. In this case, the fact that @(b,+I) = b, for all n 
implies that B is one of the initial subsets A, = {a,,, . . . , a,_,} of A which was 
already in P(A). Now let s be a stage large enough so that all of the numbers 
between a,_, and a, have fallen out of A” and let CJ = (a,, . . . , a,_,, s). Then it 
is clear that Z(o) rl [S] = {A,}. Thus B is isolated in [S]. 
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The other possibility is that B is not a subset of A. In this case, let b be the 
least element of B\A and let s be a stage such that b 4 A”. Let u = B 1s. It 
follows from the definition of S given above that B = a-0” and that I(a) fl [S] = 
{B}. Thus again B is isolated in [S]. 
It follows that D([S]) = {A} as desired. q 
We now construct a thin fl class P with Cantor-Bendixson rank 1 such that 
the unique nonisolated point in P is a fl-complete set. 
The following lemma will be needed. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that the set A = (a,, -=c a, < . - *} is dejined recursively by a 
I$ relation Q(x, y) such that, for all n and x, x = a,,- Q(x, (ao, . . . , a,-,)). 
Then A k a fl set and is retraceable. 
Proof. Let Q have uniformly recursive approximations Q’(x, y) such that 
Qs+k Y)-+ Q’(x> Y) f or all X, y and s. Now define the uniformly recursive 
relation RS(n, x) by the following recursion: 
R”(n,x) @ (3xo<xl<~~~<x,_,<x)[Q”(x, (x0,. . . ,x,_,)) 
& (Vi < n) R”(i, xi)]. 
Claim. For all n, x = a, e (Vs) RS(n, x). 
Proof of Claim. The proof is by induction on n. In the case that n = 0, it is clear 
that R”(0, x) e Q”(x, ( )), so that 
(Vs) R”(O, x) e (Vs) Q’(x, 0) G Q(x, 0) e x = a,. 
Now take as our induction hypothesis that the claim is true for all i < n. We 
will then prove the claim for n. 
Suppose first that x = a,. Then let xi = a, for all i < n. By induction we have 
R”(i, xi) for all s and by the inductive definition of a, from Q, we have 
Q’(x, +I, . . . , x,_~)). It follows that RS(n, x) for all s. 
Next suppose that RS(n, x) for all s. Choose s large enough so that 
(Vi < n)(Vy < x)(R”(i, y) @y = a,). 
This can be done since the claim is assumed to be true for i < n. 
Now, since RS(n, x), we have x0 < xl < . . * <x,_~ <x such that R”(i, xi) for all 
i<n and such that Q’(x, (x0, . . . , x,_,)). Now by the choice of s, R”(i, xi) 
implies that xi = ai. Then Q’(x, (x0, . . . , x,_~)) for all sufficiently large s, which 
implies that x = a,. This proves the claim. •! 
Now the set A is fl since 
a E A e (3 S a)(Vs) R”(i, a). 
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To show that A is retraceable we will show that there is a recursive function f 
with f(a,) = n for all n. Given a, we know that there is at most one n < a such 
that a = a,, that is, such that (V.s) RS(n, a). Then f(u) can be computed by 
searching for an s large enough so that RS(n, a) for only one number n <a and 
letting f(u) = IZ. 0 
This result can now be applied to give a quick proof of the following theorem 
from [l, p. 9791. Part (a) is Theorem T3 of [6]. We state the theorem to contrast 
with upcoming theorems on thin classes and sketch the proof to indicate how 
Lemma 2.7 will be applied later. 
Theorem 2.8. (a) Every r.e. set B is Turing equivalent to a retraceable fl set A. 
(b) Every r.e. nonrecursive set B is Turing equivalent to a set A of rank one; 
furthermore there is a recursive tree T with no dead ends such that D([T]) = {A}. 
Proof. (a) Let the r.e. set B be the union of uniformly recursive sets B” and 
define the set A by fl recursion as follows: 
s = a, e [(s = 0 & 0 $ B) v (0 E B” & (Vx < s)(O 4 B”))], 
s = a,,, G [(s = a, + 1 & (n + 14 B v n + 1 E B”)) 
v(s>u,&n+1~B”&(Vx<s)(n+1~B”))]. 
It is clear from this definition that A is recursive in B. On the other hand, for 
any n, we have n E B -S n E Ban, so that B is recursive in A. 
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that A is fl and retraceable. 
(b) This is immediate from (a) and Lemma 2.6. q 
Now we apply this same technique to obtain thin classes. 
Theorem 2.9. There is a fl set A of degree 0’ and a thin fl class P such that 
D(P) = {A}. 
Proof. Let B = 0’ be the union of uniformly recursive sets B”. Let T,, T,, . . . be 
an effective enumeration of the primitive recursive trees on 2’“. We will define a 
n(: retraceable set A = {a0 < a, < * * -} and a corresponding fl class P = P(A) of 
initial subsets of A, with the following properties. 
(1) Foranye,eEB@eEBae. 
(2) For any fl class P, = [T,], if A E P,, then A, E P, for all n 3 e. 
Recall that P(A) = {A} U {A,: n < w}, where A, = {ai: i C n}. 
Let us see why these properties imply the theorem. Lemma 2.6 implies that 
D(P) = {A}. 
It follows from property (1) that 0’ is recursive in A. Since A is fl, this makes 
A a set of degree 0’. 
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To see that P is a thin class, suppose that P, = [T,] is a z subclass of P. Recall 
from Lemma 2.6 that, for each n, A,, is isolated in P, so that we have a clopen set 
U,, such that P II U,, = (A,}. For use in later theorems, we will show directly 
from property (2) that P is thin, without using the fact that A is nonrecursive and 
D(P) = {A}. Th ere are two cases. 
Case 1. If A $ P,, then, since A is the only limit point of P and P, c P, P, must 
be finite. Now let J = {n: A, E P,} and let U = Une, U,. Then P, = P fl U. 
Case 2. If A E P,, then it follows from property (2) that A,, E P, for all IZ 3 e. 
Thus P\P, is finite. Now let I= {n: A, 4 P,} and let V =2W\lJnsl U,. Then 
P, = P n v. 
This shows that P is thin. Since D(P) = {A}, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that P 
is also minimal. 
The sequence a0 < a, - * * is defined by the following rr(: recursion. 
For each 12, a,, is the least number a which satisfies the following. 
(i) For all m <n, a, <a. 
(ii) 12 E B -+ n E B”. 
(iii) For all m <n, either (ao, . . . , a,_,, a) $ T, or (Vx)((a,, . . . , a,_,, x) E 
T,). 
It is clear that the three properties above define a rr(: relation Q, so that a,, is 
the least number a which satisfies Ql(a, (ao, . . . , a,_l)). Now we can take into 
account the minimality condition on a, and define a fl relation Q such that 
x = a,, G Q<x, (a,, . . . , a,-,)), 
by making Q(a, (x0, . . . , x,_,)) hold if and only if Q,(a, (x0,. . . , x,_~)) and, 
for all x < a, either 
(0) x Cx,_, or 
(1) n E B”\B* or 
(2) forsomem<n, (x0,x1 ,..., x,-~,x)ET,&(x~,x~ ,..., xi,a)$T,. 
Thus the set A is defined by a fl recursion and is therefore fl and retraceable 
by Lemma 2.7. 
It remains to check the final property of the construction. Suppose therefore 
that A E [TJ and let II > e. Then in the definition of a,,, we must have 
(ao, . . . , a,) E T,, since this string is the characteristic function of A restricted to 
a,. It follows from the definition of A that (a,,, . . . , a,_,, x) E T, for every 
x > a,_,. But this string is the characteristic function of A, restricted to x. It 
follows that A,, E [z], as desired. 
This demonstrates property (2) and completes the proof of Theorem 2.9. 0 
Let us now define the thin rank of a set A to be the least ordinal CY, if any, such 
that, for some thin fl class P, IAlp = a. Thus we have shown in Theorem 2.8 
that there is a co-r.e. set A of degree 0’ with thin rank one. Several natural 
questions arise here. First, can this result be extended to all degrees below 0” and 
comparable with 0’, as was the case for rank one in [l]? Second, can the result be 
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extended to find sets of degree 0 (@ which have thin rank related to a, again as 
was done in [l]? The following results show strongly that neither of these 
extensions can be achieved. 
Recall that Ext(T) is the set of nodes in T such that some infinite extension x of 
o is in [T]. It was shown in Lemma 1.2 of [l] that, if T is recursive,then Ext(T) 
is a fl set. Of course, T has no dead ends if and only if Ext(T) = T. It also 
follows from Lemma 1.2 of [l] that if [A(,, = 1, then A is recursive in Ext(T)‘; 
thus if T is recursive then A is always recursive in 0” and, if in addition T has no 
dead ends then A is recursive in 0’. 
The join A CT3 B of two sets A and B is defined to be 
Theorem 2.10. (a) Zf A . IS any element of a thin fl class, then A’ is recursive in 
A CI3 0”. 
(b) Zf A is any element of a thin fl class P = [T] with Ext(T) recursive, then 
A’ is recursive in A CI3 0’. 
Proof. (a) Let T be a recursive tree such that P = [T] is a thin fl class and let 
A E P. Recall that A’ = {e: {e}A(e)i}. Now, for any e, let 
Q, = V: WW>. 
The key idea of the proof is that Q, is a fl class. Thus, since P is thin, we must 
have for every e, a clopen set u(e) such that P fl Q, = P fl U(e). 
Now suppose that {e}A(e)t. Then A E P n Qe, so that A E P rl U(e). Thus 
there is some initial segment o = A r n such that every infinite extension of o is in 
U(e). This means that every infinite extension B of o is in P is also in Q,. 
Now define the fi relation R(e, a) which says that u forces any extension to 
be in Q, by 
R(e, a) e (Vz > a)[(~ E T & {e}‘(e)l)+ z $ Ext(T)]. 
Then R is recursive in 0”. Here is the procedure for computing whether or not 
e E A’ from A together with 0”. Search for the least number n such that o = A 1 n 
satisfies one of the following: 
(1) {e}O(e)A. In this case, we have e EA’. 
(2) R(e, a). In this case, u forces that e $A’. 
It is clear from the discussion above that exactly one of these two cases will 
apply. 
(b) Observe that if Ext(T) is recursive, then the relation R defined above will 
be fl. It follows then that A’is recursive in A CI3 0’. 0 
Recall that a set A is said to be low if A’ ~~0’. 
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Corollary 2.11. (a) No set A such that 0” +A can belong to any thin fl class. 
(b) For any ordinal a > 1, no set A of degree 0’“’ can belong to any thin fl 
class. 
(c) No set A such that 0’ +A can belong to any thin fl class P = [T] with 
Ext( T) recursive. 
(d) If A has rank one in a thin fl class P = [T] with Ext(T) recursive, then A 
is low. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that 0” +.A. Then A CI3 0” is Turing equivalent to A. But if A 
belonged to a thin fl class, then A’ would be Turing reducible to A CI3 0”, by 
Theorem 2.10. This leads to the contradiction that A’ is Turing reducible to A. 
(b) This is immediate from (a), since 0” is Turing reducible to 0’“) whenever 
&Y> 1. 
(c) Suppose 0’ +A. Then A 63 0’ is Turing equivalent to A. It follows from 
Theorem 2.10 that A cannot belong to a thin fl class P = [T] with Ext(T) 
recursive. 
(d) Recall from [l, p. 1471 the tree d(T) = {a~ T: Z(o) rl [T] is infinite}, so 
that D(P) = [d(T)]. S ince A has rank one in P = [T], A has rank 0 in d(T). Since 
Ext(T) is recursive, it follows from part (3) of Lemma 1.2 of [l] that d(T) is 
recursive in 0’ and it then follows from part (1) of Lemma 1.2 of [l] that A is 
recursive in 0’. Now since P is thin and Ext(T) recursive, we have A’ recursive in 
A G3 0’ by part (b) of Theorem 2.10, so that A’ is recursive in 0’. •i 
Now recall that every r.e. set is Turing equivalent to a set having rank one, 
although there are particular r.e. sets (such as 0’) which are not ranked. The 
situation is different for thin rank. 
Here are two more observations about the relation between Ext(T) and the 
unique nonisolated set A in [T]. It follows from Theorem 2.8 that we may have 
Ext(T) recursive while A has arbitrary r.e. degree. On the other hand, it is not 
hard to construct a recursive tree T with D([T]) = {OW} and Ext(T) of arbitrary 
r.e. degree. (Given a coinfinite r.e. set B which is the union of uniformly 
recursive sets B”, let T consist of all strings of the form 0” together with strings of 
the form 0”~1~CY where 14 B”. Then Ext(T) = {On: n < w} U (0’7YY: n 4 B, s < 
w}, so that Ext(T) has the same degree as B. Furthermore, [T] = {OO} U 
{O”^lO”: rt $ B}, so that D([T]) = {OO}.) 
Theorem 2.12. For any r.e. degree d, there is a recursive tree T and an r.e. set A 
of degree d such that D(P) = {A} and Ext(T) had degree d. 
Proof. Let B be an r.e. set of degree d, and let the fl retraceable set 
A={a,<a,<..~} b e iven by Theorem 2.8. Now let T be the tree defined in g’ 
Lemma 2.4 with P(A) = [T]. It follows that 
Ext(T) = {(ao, a,, . . . , a,_,, s): n E w, s > a,_,}. 
It is easy to check that Ext(T) is Turing equivalent to A. •i 
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The following result indicates a general situation wherein Ext( T) is recursive 
in the unique nonisolated set A in [T]. 
Theorem 2.13. Let T be a recursive tree, let P = [T] and let S(A) be the class of 
subsets of A. Then 
(a) Zf P c S(A), then A is recursive in Ext(T). 
(b) Zf P is thin, then A is recursive in Ext(T). 
Proof. (a) For any n, test whether it EA as follows. Look for a o of length n + 1 
such that u E Ext(T) and such that o(n) = 1. If you find such a a, then there is an 
infinite extension B of o with B E P and n E B. But B c A since P c S(A), so that 
n E A, On the other hand, we have A E P by assumption, so if n E A, then 
A 1 (n + 1) = u E Ext(T) and o(n) = 1. Thus this procedure computes A from 
Ext( T). 
(b) Consider the fl subclass Q = P rl S(A) of P. Since P is thin, we must have 
Q = P f~ ZJ for some clopen set U = Z(oJ U * - . U Z(o,J. Now define the recursive 
tree To to be 
To = {u E T: o is compatible with oi, for some i < k}. 
Then it is clear that Q = [To] and that Ext(To) = {o E Ext(T): o is compatible 
with oi for some i G k} is recursive in Ext(T). Now we have Q c S(A), so that A 
is recursive in Ext(T,) by part (a). If follows that A is recursive in Ext(T). 0 
Corollary 2.14. Let T be a recursive tree and let P be a thin rr(: class such that 
P = [T]. Zf Ext(T) i.r recursive, then P cannot contain any nonrecursive fl (or 
r. e. ) sets. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.13 that if P contains a rr(: set A, then A is 
recursive in Ext(T) and therefore recursive. If A is an r.e. set, then w\A is fl 
and belongs to the thin fl class {w \X: X E P}. III 
We next show that Theorem 2.8 cannot be strengthened from ‘rank’ to ‘thin 
rank’. 
Theorem 2.15. There is an r.e. set A such that no set B of the same Turing degree 
as A belongs to any thin @ class. 
Proof. Let (Qe,, &, T,) be an effective list of all triples with first two elements 
partial recursive (0, 1}-valued functionals and third entry a primitive recursive 
tree. We will construct an r.e. set A and recursive trees T: such that for each e 
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we satisfy the requirement R, represented by the eth triple in one of the following 
ways: 
(l)e cD~(A) is not total, 
(2), T,Qi,(A) is not total, 
(3L T,@@) + A, 
(4)e @e(A) $ PiI> 
(5), [T:] is a fl subclass of [T’] which is not clopen in [Tel. 
Our approach to satisfying (5), is as follows: We will (in the limit) try to define 
an increasing sequence of disjoint intervals [x~,;, Ze,;) such that there is, for each 
i 2 1, an infinite branch of T, extending cD~(A) 1 X,,i but not Q3,(A) r z,,;. The idea 
is that if we cannot define one of these intervals or T, has no such infinite branch 
then we will satisfy one of (l),-(4),. On the other hand, if we succeed in defining 
all of them and each contains an infinite branch of T,, then we will define T: such 
that for every i 2 1, 
(i) all nodes of T, extending @JA) 1 x~,~;+~ but not @,,(A) 1 z,,~;+~ are on T:; 
(ii) T: contains no infinite branches extending Qc(A) r x,,~~ but not 
@e(A) r ~7.2;. 
In this case it is clear that we will satisfy (5),. 
We consider first how to handle one requirement e but include in our 
description ways to accommodate the possible actions of other requirements. We 
divide up R, into infinitely many requirements R,,; for i E w. We think of R,,(, as 
trying for a ‘global’ win by satisfying one of (l),-(4), and of R,,; for i 2 1 as trying 
to correctly define the ith interval [x,,~, z,,;) as described above. We will also 
define an auxiliary sequence of numbers y,,; with x,,; < y,,; < z,,~. Our construction 
proceeds by stages. At stage s we have an approximation A, to A and 
approximations x=,~,~, Y,,i,s and z~,~,~ to some of the numbers z~,~, y ,; and z,,;. We 
follow the usual conventions that whenever we injure some requirement R,,i by 
violating its restraint, we initialize it and all lower priority requirements by 
declaring them unsatisfied and making all the corresponding numbers undefined. 
We now define when each requirement requires action and the action it requires 
in each case. 
Requiring attention at stage s: 
R,,; for i 2 1: 
(e.i. 1) If .x,,~,~ is undefined, set x~,;,~ = S. 
(e.i.2) If x,,~,~ and v~,~(x,,;,J are defined but Y,,~,~ is not, choose a value for 
Yc,i,s 2 Q)~,~(x,,~,~) and impose restraint preserving A 1 Y,,~,~ + 1. (For a single 
requirement, we could simply set Y,,;,~ = &xe+). When we consider more 
requirements we will have to impose other conditions to assure compatibility.) 
(e.i.3) If Y,,~,~ and ye,s(Ye,i,s +f(e, i)) are defined but Z,,i,s is not, set 
Ze,i,s = ‘y&~~,~,~ +f(e, i)), impose restraint preserving A r z,,;,~ and declare R,,; 
satisfied. (Here f(e, i) is some recursive function that will be chosen so as to leave 
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room to act for other requirements. In the case of a single requirement, it can be 
taken to be identically 0.) 
R : 
(eZ.1) If, for some i, r,,,(~~,,(A,)(Y,i,,))~ = 1 but y,,i,s $ A, we impose 
restraint preserving A 1 ~&tp~,~(y,,~,,)) and declare R,,i satisfied for all i. 
(e.0.2) If we see that, for some i, r,,,(~~,,(A,)(y,,,,))~ = 0 but T, has no 
extendible nodes extending tPe,,,(A,) 1 x,,~,~ but not Ge,,(A,) 1 ze,i,s, we put ye,i,s 
into A, impose restraint preserving A 1 Q)~,~(x,,~,~) and declare R,,i satisfied for all 
i. 
Of course, at stage s of the construction we simply act for R, according to the 
above prescriptions for the highest priority requirement which is not currently 
satisfied for which there is something we can do. 
Note that (by the construction), if at stage s Y,,~,~ and z,,~,~ are defined, then so is 
@e,,(A) 1 zc,i,s. In fact, once they are defined at s they and A r ye,s(~e,s(ye,i,s)) 
remain fixed until R,,i is initialized at some t >s. If they are ever redefined at 
u > t, they are all then defined with values bigger than t. 
Definition of TI. at stage S. First, for each i for which x,,~~,~ and z,,~~,~ are 
defined, we declare all nodes on T: extending cD~,,(A) r X,,2i,s but not 
@e,,(A) 1 z,,zi,s terminal in T:. Next, we put on T: every node in T, of length at 
most s which is not above any node already declared terminal in T:. It is clear 
that T: is a recursive subtree of T,. 
The verifications now proceed in the standard way. Suppose that each R,,i is 
injured (and so initialized) at most finitely often. Moreover, we assume that no 
requirement can injure R+ (For the case of a single requirement, these facts are, 
of course, obvious.) We claim that we satisfy one of (l),-(5),. 
The crucial point of the analysis is considering what happens if we ever act for 
R t?,O- By our assumptions, the restraint we now impose is never violated. Thus if 
we acted as in (e.O.1) above, we clearly satisfy (3),. Suppose then that we act as 
in (e.0.2) at some stage s. In this case, A, r Q)~,~(.x,,~,~) =A 1 (P~,~(+,J because of 
the restraint we impose at stage s. Thus @,,,(A,) 1 x,,~,~ is an initial segment of 
Q&l). Now if @&4,) r Ze,i,s is also an initial segment of @,(A), then 
C(@e(A))(ye,i,s) = T,,,(@e(A))(~e,J = 0 but 4y,,d = 1 and we again satisfy (3),. 
Thus, if @JA) is total, it cannot extend @,,,(A,) 1 Z,,i,s. In particular, it cannot lie 
on T, as by the hypothesis of our action T, has no infinite branches extending 
Q&4,) I Xe,i,s but not @e,s(A) I G,;J. In this case we satisfy either (l)e or (4),. 
Thus, in either case of acting for R+ we see that we guarantee one of 
(l),-(4).=, &,i P is ermanently satisfied for every i and we therefore never again act 
for any R,,i. We therefore assume that we never act for R,,o. 
Again by our assumptions that each R,,i is initialized at most finitely often, it is 
easy to see that each acts at most finitely often and that the .x~,~,~, y,,i s and Ze,i,, all 
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go to limits (say x,,~, Y,,~ and Z,,i respectively or possibly they are undefined in the 
limit) as s goes to infinity. In particular, suppose that we never act for any 
requirement of higher priority than R,,i after stage s and that x,,~,~, Y,,~,, and ,z,,~,~ 
are defined for all j <i. (They are then fixed at these values for all f >s by 
construction.) It is clear that we must define X,,i,s+l = s + 1 (following (e.i. 1) of 
the instructions above) if it is not already defined. Once defined after stage s it 
remains constant by construction say at x,,~. If (Pe,r(X,,i) is never defined for any 
t >S + 1, then Qe(A)( x is undefined and we satisfy (l)e. If v~,~(x,,~) is eventually ) 
defined then it, and so y,,i,t, are eventually constant (we act for (e.i.2)) at say 
v~(.x,,~) and Y,,~ respectively. Now in this case if ~~,~(y~,~ +f(e, i)) is never defined, 
then &(Qe(A)) . IS not total and we satisfy (2),. If it, and so z,,~,~, is eventually 
defined (we act for (e.i.3)), they too remain constant thereafter say at z,,~ and R,,i 
is satisfied at every later stage. Thus we either satisfy one of (l),-(4), or 
successfully define X,,i, ye,i and z,,; for every i. In the latter case, the assumption 
that we never act for R e,O guarantees that there is, for each i, an infinite branch 
on T, which extends Qc(A) 1 X,,i but not Qc(A) r Ze,i as desired. 
It only remains to verify that in the last case (i.e., we satisfy every R,,i for i 2 1 
but not R,,,): 
(i) T: contains, for every i 2 1, every node on T, extending Qe(A) r x,,~~+~ but 
not Q&4) 1 ze,2i+l and 
(ii) there are no infinite branches on T: extending cD~(A) r .x,,~~ but not 
Ge(A) r Z,,zi for any i 3 1. 
If there is only the one requirement R, to consider, this is obvious from our 
definition of T:. The problem is that with other requirements included some yd,j,S 
may be put into A and so force @(A) to extend a node that we have already 
declared to be nonextendible in T:. The crux of combining requirements is then 
to choose the points yd,j so that this cannot happen. If suffices to choose them 
inside the intervals (ye,Zi+i,sj ye,2i+i,s +f(e, 2i + 1)) as the changes in at(A) that 
can be forced by such a y entering A are the same as those produced by ye,2i,s 
entering A. That is, we can make tDe(A) extend @_(A) 1 x,,~~+~,~ but not 
@e,,,(A) r *e,zi+l,s. These nodes, however, have all been kept in T: by definition. 
Combining requirements. Consider the requirements R. and R,. The first 
question for RI to consider is whether R, has a finitary or infinitary outcome. (By 
an infinitary outcome for R, we mean that X,,i, ye,i and Zc,i are defined for every 
i 2 1. Otherwise we say that its outcome is finitary.) If the outcome for R. is 
finitary, then it succeeds by satisfying one of (l),-(4), and never acts after some 
stage sO. In this case, R, simply begins acting anew at so. It then succeeds just as if 
it were the only requirement. The coordination problems arise only if R. has an 
infinitary outcome. We use the standard tree construction to guess at the nature 
of the outcomes for the requirements R,. As usual, above the guess that R. never 
acts after so, we simply start the action for RI at so. We must now describe the 
action for R, under the assumption that R. eventually defines every one of its 
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intervals. (Of course we are defining different subtrees T; as well as different 
sequences of triples xi,j, y1.j and Z1.j for each guess as to the outcome of R,,.) The 
only detail we have to specify is the choice of Yl,j when we act for (l.j.2). As we 
are assuming that R. has an infinitary outcome, we may wait to define Yl,j until we 
have a new XO.Z+I,~, YO,Z~+I,~ and ZO,ZO defined for some i 3 (1, j). We can then 
choose Yl,j to be YO,Z+L~ + c for some c with 0 CC <f(O, 2i + 1). (In this case, 
with only two requirements, we could simply take c = 1.) 
Now the only way R. can act to put a number into A is to satisfy R,,.,. Such 
action will, however, guarantee a finitary outcome for Ro. Thus if the outcome of 
R. is infinitary, RI is in the same situation as R. and we have no additional 
concerns about RI. We must argue however that the actions of R, do not 
interfere with the satisfaction of Ro. At the most basic level, RI can act to put a 
number Yl,j,s into A only once for it will then satisfy Rl,o and remain satisfied 
forever. (It can never be injured as by our assumption R, never puts any element 
into A.) When this happens, it may injure some Ro,i. By our choice of the Y,,~,~, 
however, it cannot injure any with i < (1, j). The others can be injured and so 
reset at most once by action by RI. Thus the assumptions about injuries made in 
the analysis of the success of R. in the case of an infinitary outcome remain valid: 
all the xo,i,s, yo,i,, and z~,~,~ are eventually defined and constant and for each i 
there is an infinite path on & extending @,(A) r ,qi but not @,(A) 1 zo,+ It only 
remains to verify that @,(A) is a path on T& Indeed we wish to argue by 
induction that @,(A) 1 xo,i and @,(A) 1 zo,i are on TI, and that all nodes on To 
extending @,(A) 1 xo,2i+l but not @,(A) r zo,2i+l are on T,$. As it is clear that 
there are no infinite branches on Th extending @,(A) 1 xo,2i but not @,(A) 1 zo,2i 
by the definition of T& this will suffice to guarantee that we satisfy (5),. Suppose 
then by induction that no requirement Ro,j for j < i is ever injured after stage si 
(and so xo,j,t, yo,j,r and Z0,j.r are constant for t >S at say no,j, Yo,j and Zo,j 
respectively for j < i) and that @,(A) r zo,j is on Th for all j < i. From the stage at 
which z~,~_~ was last defined until zo,i,s is first defined all nodes on To extending 
@,(A) 1 z~,~_~ are put on Th and no nodes extending @,(A) r z~,~-~ are declared 
terminal on Th by definition. Suppose now that that Ro,i first acts via (0.i.3) at 
stage s > si to define z~,~,~. If i is even then the only way Ro,i could now be 
injured would be for us to act for Ro,o by putting yo,i,s into A. As this would 
guarantee a finitary outcome for R. contrary to hypothesis, Ro,i is never injured. 
Thus @O(A) r zo,i = @~,s(As) I ZO,~,S- As this node is on To (or again we would 
have a finite win via (4),), it is on TA by definition. (Of course, the nodes 
extending Go(A) r + but not %(A) 1 zo,i are declared terminal on T&) Suppose 
then that i is odd so that we may have various Yd,j in the interval from ~o(xo,i) to 
z”,~. However, by construction there are no such numbers below cpo(xo,,) which 
will therefore remain fixed. Of course, if none of the yd,j in this interval ever 
enter A, we are done as everything remains fixed and the definition of TA keeps 
in it everything up to @,(A) 1 z~,~ which is on To. Thus our only concern is that 
some ~,,~(d #O) may enter A (and so injure the requirement and change 
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@,,(A) 1 zo,J. The worry is that while we are waiting for such an injury to occur, 
we are continuing to define more triples and hence to declare various nodes 
terminal in T& Perhaps then when the injury occurs, @,(A) changes to extend 
such a node. The crucial point is that, on the one hand, all such terminal nodes 
extend @,(A) f z~,~,~ by the definition of the triples and T,!,. On the other hand if 
any yd,j is put into A and we later have @,(A) extending @,,(A) 1 zo,i,S we would 
have a finite win satisfying (& as we would have K,(@,(A))(yj,d) = 0 but 
A(& = 1. 
The situation for more requirements is handled in the same way. We always 
choose yd,j to be in the same intervals as ye,,i for some i > [d, i] for each e <d 
which has an infinitary outcome. The function f is simply chosen so as to leave 
enough room. 0 
On the other hand, there is a family of r.e. degrees which contain members of 
thin rr(: classes. In particular, it follows from Theorem 4.9 of Downey-Jockusch- 
Stob [lo] that all array nonrecursive (a.n.r.) degrees and hence all non-low, 
degrees contain members of thin II(i classes. Note that the r.e. set A of Theorem 
2.15 can be made to have low, degree by making it l-topped. 
We next give a result which implies that there are many degrees containing sets 
of thin rank one. 
Theorem 2.16. Let A and C be r.e. sets such that the Turing degree of A is strictly 
below the Turing degree of C. Then there is a set B with Turing degree strictly 
between those of A and C and a thin fl class P with D(P) = {B}. 
Proof. Let A and C be r.e. sets with the degree of A strictly below the degree of 
C. By the Sacks density theorem, we may assume that A is nonrecursive. Now let 
A be the union of uniformly recursive sets A” and let C be the union of 
uniformly recursive sets c”. To simplify the argument, we may assume that 
A c C. (This can be done by taking a set which has a copy of A on the even 
numbers and a copy of C on the odd numbers.) 
Let &);,, T,, . . . be an effective enumeration of the primitive recursive trees on 
2’” and let P, = [T,] for each e. 
We will construct a set B = {bO < bI < . . 0) by a AZ approximation B” and a 
recursive tree T so that B and P = [T] satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. 
The construction will be a finite injury priority argument combining ideas from 
the basic construction given in the proof of Theorem 2.2 with the construction 
given in Theorem 2.9. We are going to construct the set B in stages, 
B”={b”,<b”,<. . . <b&} c (0, 1, . . . , s - 1). Thus the characteristic function 
of B will be the limit of the sequence p” = (b& . . . , b”,,,, s), which is just the 
restriction of the characteristic function of B” to s. At the same time we will 
construct the recursive tree Tin stages, so that at stage S, we will have defined the 
tree T” = {o E T: lb(a) S s}. This will ensure that T is recursive. Then B = lim, B” 
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will be the unique element of D(P), where P = [T]. The construction will be 
done so that B is also the unique infinite set in the fl class P. 
We will make A recursive in B by ensuring, for each n, the nth A-requirement, 
as follows: 
(l)e For any IZ, IZ E A if and only if n E Abn. 
Let us say that o = (x0, . . . , xk7 n) is A-correct at stage s if for all a S 
k, a E A” CJ a E A”a and let us say that u is A-correct if u is A-correct at all stages 
S. (In particular, (r-l -1 is A-correct at stage s - 1 for all s.) Finally, let us say that 
a set X is A-correct if X r II is A-correct for all II. It is clear that if X is infinite and 
is A-correct, then A is recursive in X. The definition of T”+’ will ensure that 
every set X E P is A-correct by making sure that, for every S, every string u E T of 
length s + 1 is A-correct at stage S. In particular, if p” is not A-correct at stage S, 
then we will revert back to /I’, where r is the most recent stage prior to s such that 
/Y is A-correct at stage S. 
We will obtain D(P) = {B} as follows. First, we ensure that D(P) c {B} by 
ensuring that at stage s + 1, pS+l is the only string ending in ‘1’ which is in 
T”+‘\ T”. To show that D(P) = {B}, it then suffices to show that P is infinite, 
which the construction will also ensure. 
We will make P thin as in Theorem 2.2 by ensuring, for any e, the eth thinning 
requirement, as follows: 
(2), If B E P,, then P\P, is finite. 
Taken together with the fact that D(P) c {B}, this will imply that P is thin (in 
fact, minimal) by the same argument as in Theorem 2.2. There is a natural notion 
of e-state for the thinning requirement which is analogous to the usual e-state 
notion from the maximal set construction. Let us define the s-state of a sequence 
o to be the sequence (iO, . . . , i,) E (0, l}‘+i where i, = 1 if and only if o E T,. We 
say that o has a better s-state than t if the s-state of o precedes the s-state of r in 
the usual lexicographic ordering. Thus we will satisfy the thinning requirements 
by choosing pfl at stage s + 1 to have the best possible s-state. 
The final complication in the construction is the requirement hat B is recursive 
in C. This means that the move from p” to pS+l can only take place when 
permitted by C in a manner described below. Then we will demonstrate the 
thinning requirements by showing that if one of them fails, then the set C would 
be recursive in A. 
Now once we have shown that P is thin and that D(P) = {B}, it will follow that 
B is not recursive and therefore must be infinite, which will finally imply that A is 
recursive in B. 
We begin the construction at stage 1 by setting /I’ = (1) and T1 = (0, (0), (1)). 
Notice that /3’ = (0, 0) is A-correct at stage 0 but might not be A-correct at stage 
1. We also set /I” = 0 and To = {O}. 
Now suppose we have completed the construction as far as stage S. Then we 
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will have a tree T” of strings of length GS, all of which are A-correct at stage s - 1 
and a unique finite path p” E T” which has length s and ends in a 1. 
There are two cases in the definition of B”+l. 
First, suppose that p” is A-correct at stage s. Then we will simply try to 
improve the s-state at stage s + 1. Let us say that o is eligible at stage s + 1 if the 
following three conditions are satisfied. 
(i) lb(a) = s and (J E T”. 
(ii) u is A-correct at stage s. 
(iii) For all i s s, if a(i) # p”(i), then there is a c < i such that c E Cs\Cs-l. 
Clause (i) is needed to ensure that T is actually a tree. Clause (ii) will ensure 
that all infinite paths in the tree Tare A-correct, thus ensuring that A is recursive 
in any such infinite path. Clause (iii) is the usual permitting requirement, which 
will ensure that the set B which is being constructed is recursive in C, as well as 
ensuring that the construction converges. 
Now let 17 be the best s-state of those sequences eligible at stage s + 1 and let cr 
be the lexicographically least eligible sequence among those with s-state r,~. Now 
we let p” = a-1 and we let the tree TS+l consist of pS” together with all strings 
r-0 such that r E T” and ris A-correct at stage s. 
Second, suppose that p” is not A-correct at stage s. Let t be the largest number 
less than s such that p’ is A-correct at stage s. Then we modify the notion of 
eligibility at stage s + 1 defined above by changing the permitting requirement to 
the following. 
(iii)’ For all i CS, if u(i) # p”(i), then there is a c G i such that c E C”\C’. 
We need to show that there is at least one sequence (T which is eligible at stage 
s + 1 under this definition. Let d = /3%-’ and note that a’ is A-correct at stage s, 
whereas p*” is A-correct at stage t but is A-incorrect at stage s. Now 0’ certainly 
has the right length and is in T” since it is an A-correct extension by O’s of an 
element (/3’) of T. The fact that p’ is A-correct at stage s + 1 implies that 0’ is also 
A-correct at stage s + 1. The permitting requirement is satisfied by the following 
argument. Let i be least such that d(i) # p”(i). We claim that there is a c G i such 
that c E c”\C’. There are two possibilities. First, suppose that i < t. Then there 
had to be some stage q + 1 with t s q <s where pq+’ first differed from /3’ at i. 
Since /3’ is of course A-correct at all stages q G s, it follows that there is some c 2 i 
such that c E Cq \ c” which permitted this change at stage q + 1. Second, suppose 
that i 2 t. Now note that fir+’ is A-incorrect at stage s but was A-correct at stage 
t. Recall that B”’ = (bb+l, . . . , bk(t + l)l+‘, t + 1). Then there is some a E A”\ 
A' such that a $ Ab, where b = ba’, and therefore a E c” \ C’, since by assumption 
A is just the set of even numbers in C. Since lh(P’+‘) = t + 1, it follows that 
bL+’ c t, so that a <t s i. 
Now at stage s + 1, we again choose the best s-state of any eligible sequence 
and then choose the lexicographically least eligible sequence (J having that s-state. 
Then we let p” = a-1 and define TS+l as above. 
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Observe that in both cases, we have extended all A-correct nodes t in T” by at 
least one node (r-0) in T”+l and we have abandoned all nodes which are not 
A-correct at stage s. 
Let T = IJ, T” and let P = [T]. 
The construction will ensure that p” is always A-correct at stage s - 1. 
However, we actually need stages s such that p” is A-correct. Let us say that a 
stage s is A-correct if p” is A-correct. Then we have the following. 
Claim 1. There are infinitely many A-correct stages. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let us say that s is an A-true stage if any sequence o of length s 
which is A-correct at stage s is A-correct. It follows that p” is A-correct for any 
A-true stage s. It clearly suffices now to show that there are infinitely many 
A-true stages. We do this as follows. For any t, let a be the least element of A 
which comes in after stage t and choose s so that a E A” \A”-‘. Now suppose that 
o=(&,..., bk) is A-correct at stage s and bk = s. Observe that we must have 
k c a since a E AS\AS-’ and, for all x 2 a, x E A” ~JX E Abx. Then the choice of a 
implies that, for all x ~a, n EA~X EAT, so that u is A-correct. 0 
Next we show that the construction converges. 
Claim 2. The sequence p” converges to a limit. 
Proof of Claim 2. For any at, let s > 12 be a correct stage large enough so that 
C” 1 II = C 1 IZ. We claim that pqfl 1 n = j3” r n for all q 3s. This is because of 
the permitting clause of the construction. Observe that for any q 3 s, the most 
recent stage t such that A’ is A-correct at stage t is no less than s, since A” is 
completely A-correct. Thus if /3 9+1 differs from pq below n, then there would 
have to be some i < n such that i E A” \A”, which contradicts the choice of s. 0 
Now let /3 = lim, p” and let B = {n: /3(n) = l}. 
Claim 3. D(P) = {B}. 
Proof of Claim 3. For any s, let B, = p-Ow. Then B = lim, B, and B, E P for all 
A-correct stages s. Since p”(s - 1) = 1, it follows that the B, are distinct. This 
shows that B E D(P). Now let X E P be different from B. Let X(n) # B(n) and 
let s be large enough so that p(n) has converged by stage s. It follows that X 1 s 
is not an initial segment of p’ for any t > s, so that X 1 s-0” is the only possible 
infinite path through P which extends X 1 s. This now implies that X is isolated in 
P. 0 
Claim 4. For each e, the sequence of e-states of the A-correct p” goes to a limit. 
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Proof of Claim 4. Since there are only finitely many different e-states, it clearly 
suffices to prove that the e-states of the A-correct stages are nonincreasing in the 
lexicographic order. We will prove the stronger statement hat if p” is A-correct 
and e G s < t, then PC has e-state no worse than that of p”. The proof is by 
induction on t. The case of t = s is obvious. Suppose now that p’ has e-state no 
worse than p and consider what happens in the construction at stage t + 1. If j3’ 
is A-correct at stage t, then p’ is eligible at stage t + 1 and it immediately follows 
that /3’+’ has e-state no worse than that of /?’ and therefore no worse than that of 
p. If B’ is not A-correct at stage t, recall the definition of of = /340’-q, where q is 
the largest number such that pq is A-correct at stage t. Since q c t and s is an 
A-correct stage, it follows that s s q, so that /I” has e-state nor worse than that 
of p”. Now d clearly has e-state no worse than that of /3” and is eligible at stage 
t + 1. It follows from the construction that p’” has e-state no worse than that of 
p”. 0 
Claim 5. For any e, if B E P,, then P \ P, is finite. 
Proof of Claim 5. The proof is by induction on e. Suppose therefore that Claim 5 
is true for all i < e. Thus there is an n such that every infinite extension X of B 1 n 
in P has the same (e - 1)-state as B. By Claims 2 and 4, we can fix an s large 
enough so that p’ r n = p 1 12 for all t 3s and such that /3’ has the same e-state as 
B for every A-correct stage t as. Now assume that B E P, but, by way of 
contradiction, that there are infinitely many members of P which are not in P,. 
Then, for any c 3 s, there is an infinite path X E P\P, such that X 1 c = B r c. 
Now let q be the least such that X 1 q $ T,. (Note that q > c, since B E P,.) Fix 
an A-correct stage t 3 q and let y be least such that X(y) # B(y). Note that y > c. 
It is clear that X 1 (t + 1) # /3’+l, since X 1 (t + 1) is A-correct and therefore has 
the same e-state as B. Furthermore, X r t is not eligible at stage t + 1, since the 
e-state of /3’+’ would again have e-state better than that of B. We claim that 
X / t will not be eligible at any later stage. To see this, consider what happens at 
the next A-correct stage r + 1 > t + 1. It follows from the permitting clause (iii)’ 
that (X r t)-O’-’ would be eligible at stage r + 1, so that the e-state of pr+l would 
be no worse than that of X 1 t. But X r t and fir+’ have the same (e - l)-state and 
X 1 t $ T,, which implies that pr+l 4 T,, contradicting the assumption that /3’+l 
must have the same e-state as B. 
We will now argue that C is recursive in A, contradicting the original 
assumption that A has Turing degree strictly below that of C. Let a number c as 
be given. Here is how we test c for membership in C. Use oracle A to compute 
the shortest (and lexicographically least) A-correct string y E T\ l& such that 
c <lb(y) = q and y 1 II = B r n. (Such a y exists by the above argument.) Then it 
follows from the argument above that yc‘O’-q is not eligible at any stage t > q. 
This means that, for all d s y, d $ C*\C’-‘. Since this is true for all t > q, it 
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follows that for all d s y, d E C if and only if d E cq. It follows that in particular 
c E C if and only if c E Cq, which completes the computation of whether c E C. 
This establishes Claim 5. 0 
Claim 6. P is thin and minimal. 
Proof of Claim 6. It follows from Claim 5 as in the proof of Theorem 2.9 that P is 
thin. It then follows from Claim 3 and Lemma 2.1 that P is also minimal. 0 
Claim 7. A is recursive in B. 
Proof of Claim 7. Since P is thin by Claim 6 and D(P) = {B} by Claim 3, it 
follows from Lemma 2.0 that B is not recursive. Thus B is infinite. Now let b, be 
the eth element of B in increasing order. Then e E A if and only if e E Abe. 0 
Claim 8. B is recursive in C. 
Proof of Claim 8. This is a direct consequence of the permitting clause of the 
construction. Let a number b be given. Here is how we use oracle C to test b for 
membership in B. Recall that A is recursive in C and note that the set of s such 
that p” is A-correct is of course recursive in A and that, by Claim 1, there are 
infinitely many A-correct stages. Let s be large enough so that C 1 (b + 1) = 
C” / (b + 1) and find an A-correct stage p’ with t >s. It follows immediately from 
the permitting clause of the construction that b E B if and only if /3’(b) = 1. 0 
Finally, we want to get the degree of B strictly between the degrees of A and 
C. To do this, we use the Sacks density theorem to obtain r.e. sets Al and C1 
such that deg(A) < deg(A,) < deg(C,) < deg(C) and then use the argument just 
given to construct B with degree between the degrees of Al and Ci. El 
Theorem 2.17. There is a minimal degree a < 0’ such that no set A of degree a is a 
member of any thin fl class. 
Proof. As usual we let (@,, T,) be an effective list of all pairs where the first 
element is a partial recursive (0, l} valued functional and the second is a 
primitive recursive tree. We will construct a set A by a procedure recursive in 0’ 
following the basic format of the standard construction of a minimal degree below 
0’ as can be found in Lerman [20, Ch. IX]. We will, however, have an extra step 
in our construction to guarantee that, if Qe(A) is total and nonrecursive and [T,] 
is thin, then Qe(A) is not a memberof [T,]. To facilitate this step we stress some 
standard notational conventions. We assume that all partial recursive functionals 
@,” are defined on initial segments of length at most that of cr. We also define a 
procedure for forming a subtree of a given partial recursive tree which will leave 
room to split [Tel in the sense of showing that it is not thin. 
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Definition. (i) Two binary strings CJ and r e-split at x if @,” r x = CD,” r x but 
@3x)& @X41. 
(ii) If T is a partial recursive tree we define a partial recursive subtree S of T 
called the e-splitting subtree of T which we denote by SP(T, e) by induction as 
usual: S($) = T(0). If s(o) = T(t), then S(a-i) = T(ti) where rO, r, is the first 
pair of strings extending z (in some standard order for searching) such that T(q) 
e-split. If the trees are clear from the context, we let X, be the point at which 
T(q) e-split. 
(iii) If T is partial recursive tree, we define a partial recursive subtree S of T 
called the even subtree of T and denoted by E(T) by induction: S(0) = T(0). If 
s(a) = T(t), then S(a-i) = T(z-0-i). 
(iv) We use Ext(T, a) to denote the full subtree of T above u: Ext(T, r) = 
T(u^z) for every r. 
Construction. We proceed recursively in 0’. At each stage s of the construction 
we will have defined a number k(s), a string as and sequences Pj,,y and 4,s for 
j G k(s) of partial recursive trees and binary strings respectively such that 
q,s(oj,,) = cu, for each j G k(s). For every s, PO,, is the identity tree. For each 
i < k(s), 4+1,s will be either E(SP(Pj,,, j)) or Ext(&, a) for some o. If 
c+l,S = E(SP(4, j)), then we let z~,~ be such that SP(c,,, j)(rj,s) = as,. The string 
as will be increasing in s and their union will be the characteristic function of our 
set A. We begin the construction by setting k(O) = 0, a0 = 0, & = identity tree 
and uO,O = 0. 
Stage s + 1. Let j <k(s) be least such that Pj+,,,(uj+,,,-i) is undefined for i = 0 
or 1. (Note that by the requirement of leastness, Pj+l,s cannot be a full subtree of 
& and so must be E(SP(& j)).) 
Case 1. If there is no such j, set k(s + 1) = k(s) + 1 and 
P k(s+l),s+l = E(SP(P,(,),,(u,(,),,), k(s)))- 
Case 2. If there is such a j, let n <j be least such that the following two 
conditions hold: 
(1) P,+i*, = E(SP(P,,,, n)). 
(2) @;P(%,+)(p) 1X + 1 is not an extendible node in T, for ,u = tn,S-i or 
!J = r,,, -0-i and i = 0 or 1 and x is the point of n-splitting associated with the 
definition of SP(P,,,)(p). 
Case 2a. If there is no such n, set k(s + 1) =j + 1. As Pj+l,, = E(SP(&, j)) and 
~+&J~+l.s -i) is undefined, SP(Pj,,) is undefined at ,u = t,,Sc‘i or tn,,-O-i. Let u 
be such that &(a) = SP(&, j)(p) and set PkcS+,j,S+l = Ext(&, a). 
Case 2b. If there is such an n, set k(s + 1) = n + 1 and let P, = Ext(P,,,, Y) 
where P,,,(v) = SP(P,&) f or a p satisfying the defining condition (2) for n. 
In every case we set a;+l = Pk~S+l~,s+l(0). For i < k(s + l), we let Pi,,+, = Pi,,. 
We can now choose oi,s+l for i s k(s + 1) such that P~,s+l(ui,s+l) = as+, for every 
i s k(s + 1) to complete stage s of the construction. 
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Verifications. As in the standard construction of a minimal degree below 0’, the 
trees q,, are each eventually constantly equal to a fixed tree 4 and A lies on 5 
for every j. The crucial point is that, by construction, once the tree & has 
reached a limiting value Pj:., Pj+l,, can be defined once as E(SP(4)) via Case 1 and 
then can change at most once to Ext(q, a) for some o via Case 2a or 2b. Once it 
has changed in this way, it remains constant. 
The verification that A is of minimal degree is essentially the same as in the 
standard construction. To consider se(A) look at the limit tree Pj+, for a j such 
that Qj = Ge and q = identity tree. When Pj+l,, is first defined after q,s has 
reached its final value (say at so), it is defined via Case 1 as E(SP(c, j)). As 
every node is extendible on q, we never alter <+, as in Case 2b of the 
construction. Thus Pj+l = E(SP(4, j)) if and only if E(SP(4, j))(qs-i) is defined 
for i = 0, 1 at every s >s,. In this case A lies on E(SP(q, j)) and so on SP(q, j). 
As SP(q, j) is a j-splitting tree, the standard arguments show that if 
4(A) = Qi,(A) is total, it is of the same degree as A. On the other hand, if Pj+l,, 
is set equal to Ext(Pj, a) at some stage s, then SP(Pj) is undefined at p-i where 
SP(p) = %+1- In this case we argue as usual that if c?~(A) is total, it is recursive as 
there are then no e-splits in q+i. Finally, we could have taken steps in the 
construction to guarantee that A is not recursive by an explicit diagonalization. 
This is, however, not necessary by Posner’s Lemma (see [20, p. 1921). 
We must now argue that if ~j(A) is total and nonrecursive then either it is not 
on q or [2;] is not thin. Suppose Pj+l,, is defined for the first time at s0 after Pj,s 
has reached its limit 4. It is defined as E(SP(q, j)) and, if @j(A) is total and 
nonrecursive, we can see from the previous argument that it can never be 
changed by an instance of Case 2a in the construction. Thus if we ever set 
pi+1,, = Ext(q, a) for s >so, it must be by an application of Case 2b of the 
construction. In this case the construction guarantees that ~j(A) is not on ?;. 
Thus we may assume that we are never in this case and so that Pi+,,, = 
E(SP(q,j)) and that Pj+l,,(Uj+l,,-i) and SP(q,j)(~j,~^i) are defined for every 
s > so. For each such s, let x, =x,,.,$ be the point at which SP(pi, j)(rj,s-0) and 
SP(q, j)(~~,~-l) j-split. As we are never in the second case of the construction, 
@j(Sp(eJ j>(~j,s”i)) r-G + 1 is extendible in ?;- for i = 0, 1. They are distinct nodes 
in ?; by the definition of being a j-splitting. We can thus demonstrate that [2;] 
is not thin by considering a subtree T; defined by making all nodes of the 
form Qj(SP(q, j)(rY)) 1 x, + 1 with t of even length nonextendible in T;. As 
SP(Pj, j) is a partial recursive tree, this set of nodes is r.e. and so such a 
Ti can be defined as a recursive tree. As a3 = SP(q, j)(rj,s) is on E(SP(4, j)) 
for every s, every rj,s is of even length. Thus each node of the form 
aj(SP(e, j)(rj,s-l)) 1 x, + 1 which is extendible in q is nonextendible in T,!. On 
the other hand, every SP(q, j)(r-0) is an initial segment of A for r of even length 
as A is on E(SP(4, j)) and we are only considering r such that SP(q, j)(r) is an 
initial segment of A. Thus every node of I; declared nonextendible in T,f is 
incomparable with A. As A is on q, it is in [q] - [T,f]. On the other hand, for 
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each n there is by construction a set A,, #A in [?;.I - [Tj] such that A,, 1 n = A 1 n. 
Thus [7’J is not the intersection of [T] with any clopen set and so [?;I is not thin 
as required. q 
In this theorem and in Theorem 2.9 we constructed A: sets which belonged to 
countable thin fl classes. We would like to show that not all members of 
countable thin fl classes are recursive in 0’. This is implied by the following 
result. 
Theorem 2.18. There is a minimal fl class P with unique nonisolated member A 
such that A CD 0’ is Turing equivalent to 0”. 
Proof. This is based on the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [l], where it is shown that 
any s set A, with 0’ recursive in A, is Turing equivalent to a set with rank one. 
Let B be a fl set of degree 0” and let S be a recursive relation so that, for any 
e, 
e E B ($ (Vn)(3m) S(m, n, e). 
Now let the recursive relation Q be defined by 
Q(m, n, e) e m 2 n A (Vn’ G n)(3m’ S m) S(m, n, e). 
Then it is clear that 
e E B @ (Vn)(gm) Q(m, n, e) 
and that, for any m’ 2 m and any n’ 6 n, Q(m, n, e)-, Q(m’, n’). 
Now define the recursive relation R by 
R(m, e) e (3n s m)[Q( m, n, e) A lQ(m - 1, n, e)]. 
It is easy to see that 
e E B e (Vn)(3m >n) R(m, e). 
Let T, as usual be the eth primitive recursive tree and let P, = [T,]. 
We will define a set A = {a0 < a1 < * . -} and a fl class P such that 
(1) D(P) = {A). 
(2) B is recursive in A CD 0’. 
(3) For any e, if A E [T,], then P\ P, is finite. 
It will follow as in the proof of Theorem 2.9 that P is minimal. 
Let us briefly recall the idea of Theorem 2.1 of [l]. There we were defining a 
fl class P and a set A of degree 0” such that D(P) = {A}. (Note that by 
Corollary 2.11, P can not be thin.) There the set A = {a0 < a, < - - -} was made to 
have degree 0” by making each a,, a witness for whether n E B. That is, we had 
n E B if and only if R(a,, n). In addition, we made a,, large enough so that if 
n $ B, then lR(a, n) for all a > a, and so that, for any m <It, if m E B, then 
there is a witness a such that a, <a s a, such that R(a, m). 
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Now the difficulty in constructing the set A and a recursive tree T such that 
P = [T] is that at any finite stage s, we have no definite information about the set 
B. Thus the n(: class P consists of all the possible values of A(X) for any guess X 
at the actual set B. There are two ways in which such a guess X could first go 
wrong. First, if IZ $ X but 12 E B, then any possible choice of a, will be seen to be 
incorrect as soon as another witness to IZ E B shows up. Thus A(X) will have at 
most n elements. Second, if n E X but n 4 B, then after constructing some 
ao< * * . -=c uk, we run out of witnesses for n. Thus A(X) will again be a finite set. 
In either case, the construction will ensure that A(X) will be isolated in P. 
The present construction has the additional complication needed to make P a 
minimal fl class. Thus we also must choose a, large enough so that 
(ao, . . * , a,) $ P, for e c it whenever possible. Now in particular the goal of 
avoiding PO will have highest priority, so that if we find (uo, . . . , a,_,, s) $ To at 
stage s of the construction, then we will restart the B-requirements by letting 
s = a,,,, be the witness for whether or not 0 E B. As long as this s is not a false 
witness for 0 $ B, then a,,, . . . , u,+~ will not change again during the construc- 
tion. When computing B from A @ 0’, we can use the 0’ oracle to search for the 
stage s at which the construction moved out of To and thus determine the witness 
u~+~. If there is no such stage, then a, is the witness for 0 E B. 
The previous discussion indicates that the construction of the sets A(X) for 
various guesses X can now interact with each other. That is, when 
(a”, . . * , u,_~, s) $ To, it may be that o= (a,, . . . , a,_,) comes from an 
incorrect guess X (for example, that 0 E B when it isn’t). After stage s, o becomes 
the common initial segment of all A(X). Of course, an incorrrect guess that II $ B 
when in fact IZ E B will be proved wrong (that is, the witness for II $ B will be 
seen to fail) by some finite stage and thus the path corresponding to this guess will 
be abandoned. 
For a finite sequence o = ( uO, . . . , uk, u), the predictor function p =pO 
associated with o is defined recursively by letting p(0) be the least j < k such that 
(%, . 1 . , u~_~) $ To, if any, and p(0) = 0 otherwise. Then, for any e, p(e + 1) is 
the least jak such that j>p(e) and such that if (zQ,, . . . , uk) 4 Te+l, then 
(4l, . . . , uj-1) $ T,+,. NOW let /l= (i,,, . . . , i,_,) E (0, l}“, so that /3 represents a 
guess at B 1 s. Then we say that o = (u,,, . . . , uk, u) is p-correct at stage s if the 
following conditions are satisfied for all e E Dam(p): 
(1) If i, = 0, then lR(m, e) for all m with uPCe) G m s S. 
(2) If i, = 1, then R(p(e), e) and, f or all j with p(e) <j < k, there is some m 
with uj G m < u~+~ such that R(m, e). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.16, we define the s-state (jO, . . . , js) of o by 
je = 1 if and only if (J E T,. 
Construction. We proceed recursively to define, for each s and each p = 
Go, . . . , is-d E (0, I>“, an associated sequence as E (0, 1)“. The tree T will be 
defined recursively so that TS+l contains ofi for each p with lb(P) = s, as well as 
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certain other sequences. Then, for each X E (0, l} w, we will let A(X) be the limit 
of the sequence {o, I ,}, so that in particular A = A(B). 
We begin the construction at stage 0 by setting a0 = 0 at stage s = 0. 
At stage s = 1, there are two guesses /? = (0) and /3 = (1) as to whether 0 E B. 
There are two possible cases in the definition of oa for these two values of p. 
Case 1: R(0, 0). In this case o Co) = (0) (since we don’t yet have a witness to 
0 $ B) and a(,) = (1). 
Case 2: lR(O, 0). In this case cr(,,) = (1) and a(,) = (0). 
In either case, we have T’ = (0, (0), (1)). 
Now suppose we have completed the construction as far as stage s. Then we 
will have defined oa for all sequences /I of length <s and we will have defined T”. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.16, we will now define a notion of an eligible 
sequence for /3 at stage s + 1 and then we will choose oP to have the best s-state 
of the sequences which are eligible for /3. 
Let o= (uO,. . . , uk, u) =aprs and r= (v,, . . . , ?J/, v). We say that r iS 
eligible for p at stage s + 1 if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) lb(t) = lh(/l) = s + 1. 
(2) rrsETS. 
(3) t is b-correct at stage s + 1. 
(4) For any e G k, if V, # u, or if 1 --L k, then either 
(a) P(e) = 0 and u, = s or 
(b) r has a strictly better e-state than u. 
The restriction in clause (4) indicates that the B-correctness requirement for 
b <e has higher priority than the e-state requirement and is needed so that the 
construction will converge. 
Now at stage s + 1, we define ofi to be the lexicographically largest among the 
sequences r which are eligible for /3 and have the best possible s-state. That is, 
the sequence with the best possible s-state prevails over the lexicographically 
largest. The tree T”+’ is just T” together with all the sequences as where /3 has 
length s + 1, as well as all sequences r-0 such that t E T” and r-0 is p-correct at 
stage s + 1 for some /3 of length GS + 1. 
Finally, let T = US T”. It follows from (2) that T is a tree. 
Verifications. For each infinite guess X for B, let a,,, = a, r s. Let P = [T]. 
Claim 1. For each X, the sequence ox,, converges to a limit. 
Proof of Claim 1. Fix X and let a,,, = p” = (b& . . . , by&,,) for each s. We will 
prove by induction on e that b”, either converges to some finite limit 6, or else 
diverges to o. In the latter case the limit a, of the sequence 6x can be given and 
the induction argument stops. Suppose therefore that, for some t, b: = b; for all 
i < e and all s > t. (It follows that k(s) ~-e for all s > t, so that b”, always exists.) 
Now let /3’ have the best e-state of all p” with s > t. It then follows from the 
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construction that the sequence b”, is non-decreasing for s > r. Now there are two 
cases. Either the limit b, = lim, b”, exists, or else lim, b”, = CD. In the latter case, we 
see that lim, p” = ( bo, . . . , b,_l)-l-O”. Finally, if lim, b”, = b, exists for all e, 
then the sequence p clearly converges to a limit. 0 
In the proof of Claim 1, it follows that the set A(X) = {b,, bl, . . .}, where the 
sequence ends at b, if e is the largest such that lim, b”, = b, converges. In 
particular, let A = A(B). We will show that A is an infinite set and is the only 
infinite set in P. 
Claim 2. B is Turing reducible to A CI3 0’. 
Proof of Claim 2. First we demonstrate that A is infinite. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that A = A(B) = {b,, . . . , b,_,} and let p” = (b”,, . . . , b”,,,) for 
each s. Let t be large enough so that 6: = bi for all s > t and i < e and let p’ have 
the best e-state of all p” with s > t. Now it follows as in the proof of Claim 1 that 
b”, diverges to o and therefore increases infinitely often. Since the e-state of 
(b,, bl,. . . , b-1, K.) is constant for s > r, it follows that the predictor function 
p = (p(O), p(l), . . . , p(d)) associated with (b,, bl, . . . , b,_l, b”,) is also con- 
stant for s > r. Now choose q > r large enough so that for each i s d: 
(1) If i 4 B, then lR(m, i) for all m > b:. 
(2) If i E B, then R@(i), ) i and there is some m with b,_l srn <b% with 
R(m, i). 
Of course, clause (1) only needs to be checked when i = d and p(i) = e, by the 
choice of bo, . . . , b,_l. Similarly, R(p(‘) ‘) I , I in clause (2) only needs to be 
checked when i = d and p(i) = e. 
It now follows that bz = b”, for all s > q, so that lim, b”, = b, exists. This 
contradiction shows that A(B) is actually infinite. 
Next we show how to compute B given A and an oracle for 0’. We will show 
how to compute the predictor function p for B so that, for each e, e E B if and 
only if R(p(e), e). Note that we cannot simply compute the predictor directly 
from A by examining the e-state of A, because this would require an oracle for 
A’. Instead we obtain the predictor by examining the recursive tree T 
constructed. Begin by using an oracle for 0’ to see whether there is a o E T\ To. If 
not, then the predictor p(O) = 0. If so, then o will automatically be eligible for 
:==B(Lr at stage s = lb(o). It follows from the construction that as $ To. Now let 
. . . ) uk, s>- 
p[O), . . Y’, p(e), 
Then the predictor p(O) = k. Having defined 
we now let t=(~,,..., .?&, s ). Then the predictor p(0) = k. 
Having defined p(O), . . . , p(e), we now let r = (ao, . . . , upce,) and use the oracle 
for 0’ to see whether there is an extension (T of r which is in T \ T,,, . If not, then 
p(e + 1) = p(e) + 1. If so, then u will be eligible for p = B r s at stage s = Ih(o). It 
follows from the construction that us $ T,,,. Then p(e + 1) = k, where ua = 
(4, *. * , Q). q 
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Claim 3. For any e, the sequence of e-states of a, 1 s for s 2 e, is nonincreasing. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let & = B 1 s and let a, = ofi,. Observe that since a, is 
&-correct at stage s and X = B is the correct guess, then o~-O’-’ is &-correct at 
any stage t > s and is in T by the construction. Thus oj3- is eligible for /It at 
stage t. Since a, is chosen to have the best possible e-state, this clearly implies 
that a, has e-state no worse than that of a,. 0 
Claim 4. D(P) = {A}. 
Proof of Claim 4. It follows from Claim 2 that A is not recursive and hence 
A E D(P) by Lemma 1.2 of [l]. It remains to be shown that every other element 
of P is isolated. Let Y = {y, <yl < - * -} be an element of P which is different 
from A. We first show that Y must be finite. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
Y is infinite. Then we can define a predictor function p for X as in the proof of 
Claim 2 above by checking whether Y E [q] for each e. We can then define the 
set X = {e: R(p(e), e)} predicted by Y. Since Y #A, it follows that X #B. Now 
let e be the least such that X(e) # B(e) and let k =p(e). There are two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that e E B, but e $ X ahd choose m > k so that R(m, e). Then 
Y 1 (m + 1) cannot be X 1 (m + 1)-correct, contradicting the fact that Y r (m + 1) 
must be in T. 
Case 2. Suppose that e $ B, but e E X. Now let m be the largest such that 
R(m - 1, e). Since p(m) 5 m, it follows that Y lp(m) cannot be X 1 p(m)- 
correct, contradicting the fact that Y lp(m) must be in T. 
It follows that Y = {yO, . . . , y,-i} is finite. We claim that there are at most two 
possible values of s such that o = (yO, . . . , Y~.-~, s, s + 1) E T. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that there were three such values s1 <s2 <s3 and the corre- 
sponding oi = (y,,, . . . , Y~-~, si, si + 1). Then two of them, say s1 and s3, must 
predict the same sequence p. But then (y,,, . . . , yn-i, si, sg + 1) would be 
eligible at stage s3 and would be lexicographically greater than a,, which would 
prevent a, from being chosen as os. This contradiction shows that at most two 
such values are possible for s. Now let s be the larger of the values. It then 
follows that Y is the only infinite extension in P of Y 1 (s + 2), which 
demonstrates that Y is isolated in P. 0 
Claim 5. P ti minimal. 
Proof of Claim 5. As usual, we prove that for any e, if A E P,, then P\ P, is finite. 
Suppose therefore that A E P, and let k >p(e) be large enough so that, for all 
ice, (a,, . . . , ak) E z if and only if A E Pi. Since a is the only nonisolated point 
in P (by Claim 4), there can only be finitely many members of P which do not 
extend (a”, . . . ,ak). Nowlet Y={ao<a,<...<ak<ck+l<...<~,}EP. We 
claim that Y E P,. Suppose not, by way of contradiction. It then follows from the 
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construction that Y 1 c, would be eligible for /3 = X 1 c,, which implies that 
as $ T,. But this would mean that oa had a better e-state than A, contradicting 
Claim 3. It follows that every infinite extension of (a,, . . . , ak) is in P,, so that 
P\P, is finite. 0 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.18, observe that A is recursive in 0” by 
Claim 4 and Lemma 2.1 of [l], which implies together with Claim 2 that A G3 0’ is 
Turing equivalent to 0”. 0 
We next wish to consider the question of whether an entire degree can be 
ranked. Downey showed in [9] that there is a completely ranked nonzero degree 
below 0”, that is a Ai set A such that every set B of the same Turing degree as 
A is ranked. The final result of this section is a strengthening of this result for thin 
rank. 
Theorem 2.19. There is a Ai nonrecursive set A such that every nonrecursive set 
B +A is a rank one member of a thin fl class, indeed the unique rank one 
member of a minimal fl class. 
Proof. Downey [9] constructs a fl class 5% with exactly one point A of rank one. 
The set A is therefore automatically recursive in 0”. In addition A is constructed 
to be hyperimmune free. It is straightforward to modify such a construction to 
make % thin (indeed minimal) by adding on a finite injury type requirement 
(interspersed with the e-state requirements used to make A h.i. free) to guarantee 
that Q, does not split %’ for any fl class Q,. [When one is working above some 
e-states preference node, ~(a, s) = o(a) is the e-state, s the stage and u the node 
on the tree, one looks for a node r 1 o on the tree which is not in Q,. If one finds 
such a node r at stage t, p(a, t) is redefined to be r. Thus in the limit either all 
extensions of p(a) for the final e-state (Y are in Q, or none of them are, i.e., Q, 
does not split %.I 
As the unique rank one point A of the class %’ so constructed is hyperimmune 
free, any set B +A is, in fact, truth table reducible to A. We now claim that any 
nonrecursive set B 6tt A is itself the unique rank one point of a minimal l$ class. 
To see this suppose that B is reducible to A via the truth table operator Y, i.e., 
B = YA. Let T be the recursive tree such that [T] = %‘. Consider the image of T 
under Y, i.e., Y(T) = {o: (3 E T)(o c ‘I/‘)}. As Y is a truth table reduction, 
Y(T) is a recursive tree which defines a 17(: class Y(Ce) = [Y(T)]. Note that if 
C E % then Yc E Y(q). Thus in particular B E Y(q). Moreover, as Y induces a 
homeomorphism from [T] to [Y(T)], the rank of any point Yc in [Y(T)] is less 
than or equal to the rank of C in [T]. As B = YA is not recursive, it must then be 
the unique point of rank one in [Y(T)]. 
Finally, we claim that if (e is minimal then so is Y(E). If not, say Q splits 
Y(%). We then claim that Y-‘(Q) splits % for a contradiction where Y-‘(Q) = 
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{a: YVae Q}. (By convention Y’ is a string of length 4h(a).) To see this note 
first that if some X E [Y(T)], , then there is a Y E [T] such that Y* = X. 
(Y’-‘{a: u c X} fl T is infinite and so has an infinite path.) Thus, if there are 
infinitely many X E [Q n Y(T)], then there are infinitely many Y E [T] with 
Yy E [Q rI Y(T)]. N ow if Yy E q, then YE Y-‘(Q). As the same considerations 
apply to ]& n Y(T)l, we see that Y-‘(Q) splits % = [T] for the desired 
contradiction. As B is a nonrecursive member of the minimal class Y( %), it must 
be its unique rank one point as required. 0 
3. Maximal r.e. sets 
The second question to be considered in this paper is the possible Cantor- 
Bendixson rank of a maximal set A. Recall that a coinfinite r.e. set A is said to be 
maximal if there is no coinfinite r.e. set B such that B\A is infinite. We will show 
that such a set can have rank two but cannot have rank one. Since the rank of a 
set and the rank of its complement are the same, we will actually consider co-r.e. 
sets. 
In Section 2, we showed that a retraceable nonrecursive fl set A will always 
have Cantor-Bendixson rank 1. Now it is easy to see that a comaximal set 
A={u~<u,>...} cannot be retraceable, since B = {azn: n < w} is an infinite 
fl subset of A with A \ B also infinite. 
This leads us to the notion of a second-retraceable fl set. 
Definition. A fl set A = {a,, < a, < . - -} is said to be second-retraceable if there 
is a (total) recursive function @ such that, for any a, b EA with a < b, @(a, b) is 
the unique n such that a = a,. 
Now define the class P,(A) to be the union of P(A) with the set of all A, U {b} 
where a,, <b and b E A. It is clear that the class P,(A) is closed, that 
D(P,(A)) = P(A) and that D2(P(A)) = {A}. 0 ur next result provides a natural 
family of fl classes with Cantor-Bendixson rank two. 
Theorem 3.1. The fl set A = {a0 < a, < * . -} is second-retraceable if and only if 
the class P,(A) is fl. 
Proof. Suppose that A = {a0 < a, < * - *} is second-rectaceable and let @ be a 
recursive function such that @(a,, a,) = n for all n <m. Let A” denote the usual 
recursive approximation to the set A at stage s. Now define the recursive tree T 
as follows. 
(b,, bI, . . . , b,, b,+l, s) E T a (Vi en + l)(b, EA”+~ & @(b,, b,,,) = n). 
It is easy to check that [T] = P,(A), so that P,(A) is @. 
We leave the other direction to the reader. 0 
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Theorem 3.2. There is a maximal set A with Cantor-Bendixson rank at most 
tW0. 
Proof. The Friedberg construction of a co-maximal set A = {a0 < a, < - - -} is 
modified to yield such a set A which is second-retraceable. (This suffices by 
Theorem 3.1 and the remarks just above it.) Specifically, we meet the 
co-maximality requirements in standard fashion and, in addition, ensure that 
whenever a”,#a”,+‘, then a::: 3 s + 1. This easily implies that A is second- 
retraceable with @(a, b) defined to be the unique IZ with a = a:. 
The details are left to the reader. 0 
We next show that Theorem 3.2 is the best possible result, that is, that no 
maximal set can have Cantor-Bendixon rank 1. In fact we consider a wider class 
than the co-maximal sets. A infinite set A is called hyperhyperimmune (h.h.i.) if 
there is no uniformly r.e. sequence {UC} of pariwise disjoint finite sets all 
intersecting A. 
Theorem 3.3. Zf A is a Z!j h.h.i. set, then there is no 17(: class P c 2” with 
D(P) = {A}. 
Proof. The following lemma shows that if P G 2” is a fl class and D(P) = {A} 
then A has a property akin to retraceability. The rest of the proof is then to show 
that this property is not possessed by any h.h.i. set. (There is an analogous but 
easier result that no 2: retraceable set is h.h.i. To see the latter, note that every 
z h.h.i. set is s.h.h.i. and no retraceable set is s.h.h.i. (see Yates [32]), where A 
is s.h.h.i. if there is no uniformly r.e. sequence of pairwise disjoint r.e. sets (not 
necessarily finite), all intersecting A.) 
Lemma 1. Suppose that P E 2” is a fl class and D(P) = {A}. Then there are 
uniformly r.e. cojinite sets YO, YI, . . . such that 
(VxExnA)[ly:yEA&y<x}l3i] 
(Aside. The connection with retraceability is the following. We will not need 
that each x is confinite, only that A - x is finite. Then every retraceable set 
satisfies this slightly weaker version of the lemma with yi = {x: (yj Z= i)[#(x) = 
ao]}, where 11) is a retracing function for A, IJJ’ is the result of iterating $J i times, 
and a0 is the least element of A. Also it is easy to see that the conclusion of the 
lemma as stated holds of A whenever A is retraced by a total recursive 
function. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let E be the set of all strings CJ such that u E B for some 
B E P. Then E is a co-r.e. set of strings. Let S(u, X) = J{y: y <x & a(y) = l}l, 
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and define 
Y = {x: (Va),,,,,,+,[s(u, x) < i & a(x) = 1+ 0 $ E]} 
Since .S is recursive and E is co-r.e., Y is r.e. uniformly in i. If x E A and 
card(A fI (0, 1, . . . , x - 1)) < i, let o = A r x + 1. Then u witnesses that x $ Y. 
Thus it remains only to show that each Y is cofinite. Suppose not and fix i with 
Y coinfinite. For each x 4 Y, let a, witness that x $ Y, i.e., Ia,1 =x + 1, 
o,(x) = 1, S(o,, X) < i and there is a set B, 2 a, with B, E P. There cannot exist 
i + 1 distinct x’s with the same B, (since if z is the largest of i + 1 such x’s, a, 
takes the value 1 on at least i arguments <z, i.e. on all the other x’s). Thus there 
are infinitely many distinct sets B, as x ranges over x. By the compactness of 2”, 
there is a set B which is a limit point of such B,‘s, and B E P since P is closed. 
Now card(B) c i, since each B, has <i elements <x. Also we may assume that A 
is infinite since otherwise the lemma is trivial with Y = w\A for all i. Hence 
B #A, so B is a limit point of P distinct from A. This contradiction completes the 
proof of Lemma 1. 0 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we fix sets Y as in Lemma 1 and 
enumerate sets & which witness that A is not h.h.i., i.e., the sets Vi are uniformly 
r.e., pairwise disjoint, finite, and V, II A # 0 for all i. Let &,, be the finite set of 
numbers enumerated in Vi by the end of stage s. To make the sets K pairwise 
disjoint, we require that for each s there is at most one i with Vi,r+l Z V,,,, and 
furthermore no element of Vi,S+l - V,,, is in y,, for any j # i. Let A’ be a recursive 
approximation to A as a 2: set, i.e., A” is recursive uniformly in s, and 
A = {x: x E AS for all sufficiently large s}. To ensure that I$ is finite, we require 
that K,s+l # y,, only if V,,, tl A” = 0. This clearly implies that q is finite if 
KnA#0. 
The main job of the construction is to meet for each i the requirement P;: that 
6 tl A # 0. Let V,,, be the set of numbers put into v by the end of stage s. First 
let us consider PO. A primitive strategy for PO is, at every stage s + 1 with 
V,,, fl A, = 0 to put the least number not in K,, for any i into Vo,S+l. The 
difficulty with meeting PO is that every element a of A may possibly be put into 
some V, for i > 0 at a stage s + 1 with V,,, n A, # 0. This difficulty can be 
overcome by requiring that an element x can be put into Vi,s+l for i > 0 only if 
x E YP,, for some p > 0. Since the least element a, of A is not in Y,,, for any p > 0, 
this leaves a, free to enter V,. Although this idea suffices to meet PO, it is still not 
clear how to meet Pi for i > 0. For instance, to meet PI we should require that if x 
is put into V, for i > 1, then x E Y, for some appropriately large value of p, so 
that it is guaranteed that an element of A - V, is not put into any Vi for any i > 1 
and hence is left free for VI. The difficulty is that although V, fl A is finite we have 
no effective bound on the greatest i with a, E V, Ti A and thus no obvious way to 
choose p. In fact we obtain p by recursive approximation during the construction. 
To carry this out we define a notion “x is available for Vj at s + 1” meaning 
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roughly that x E YP,, for some p sufficiently large so that, if x E A, there are 
sufficiently many elements y <x with y E A to meet 4 for all j < i. To make it 
feasible to do this, we make the strategy for each 8 be kind to all 4 for j > i by 
requiring that x cannot be put into 1/1: if it is available for some I$ for some j > i. 
This is not too injurious to 4 because if x is available for y with j > i there should 
exist y <X which can be used to meet &. Furthermore, this restriction is helpful 
to 4 since it gives a stock of elements which will not be used by 6 and thus may 
be available for 4. The construction is as follows: 
Stage 0. Let K,O = 0 for all i. 
Stage s + 1. Let V,,, be the set of numbers already in &. First define the notion 
“x is available for & at s + 1” by induction on i: 
Definition. x is available for & at s + 1 if there exists p s s such that x E YP,, and 
for any set D c {y: y <x} of cardinality p and any j < i, D has an element 
available for y at s + 1 and not in V,,, for any k <j. 
Let i be the least number 6s with &,:;, n A” = 0 such that, for some X, x is 
available for K at s + 1, x is not available at s + 1 for any y with i <j s s, and 
X 4 Uj y,,. Let vi,s+~ = V,,, U {x} for the least such x, and let Vj/;.,S+l = V,,, for all 
j # i (or all j if no such i exists). This completes the construction. 
Obviously, the sets I$ = lJ, I$, are uniformly r.e. and pairwise disjoint. Also, a 
simple induction shows that if x is available for K at s, then x is available for & at 
all t > s. (The proof uses the fact that if D has an element u available for I$ and 
not in V,,, for any k < j, then u remains available for y by inductive hypothesis 
and hence never enters any V, with k <j by construction.) The following lemma 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 2. For all j the following hold: 
(i) All but finitely many numbers are available for b$ at cofinitely many stages. 
(ii) y flA #0. 
(iii) I$ is finite. 
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is by induction on j. Assume that (i)-(iii) hold for 
all i<j. 
(i) Let F be the set of numbers in any K for i <j or which, for some i <j, are 
never available for q. F is finite by inductive hypothesis, so let p exceed the 
cardinality of F. Let x be any element of the cofinite set YP. It is easily seen that x 
is available for I$ at cofinitely many stages. (This uses the fact that, for i <j, any 
element ever available for vi is available for v at cofinitely many stages.) 
(ii) There are two cases. First assume that no element of A is ever available for 
any V, with k > j. Let x be the least element of A which is eventually available for 
l$ and not in K for any i > j. Such an x exists because A is infinite, (i) holds for j, 
and (iii) holds for i <j. Then, if I$ n A = 0, we get x E Vj by construction. (To see 
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this, we observe that there are infinitely many stages s with & 13 A, = 0. This is 
clear if % is infinite. We may assume without loss of generality that we have 
chosen the recursive approximation {A,} so that if F is any finite set disjoint from 
A there are infinitely many stages s with F fl A, = 0 [14, p. 4301. Thus also if q 
is finite and disjoint from A, there are infinitely many stages s with I$, fIA,7 = 0.) 
Now assume that some element of A is available for some V, with k >j. Let x 
be the least element of A ever available for any V, with k > j. Fix i > j and s so 
that x is available for K at s, and let p witness this availability. Since x E A n Y,,,, 
there are at least p elements of A which are less than x. Let D consist of p such 
elements. Since x is available for V;, there is an element u of D which is available 
for I$ at s, and not in Vk,s for any k <j. Since u <x, by minimality condition on 
x, u is never available for any V, with k >j, and hence also u $ Vk for any k > j. 
Also, since u I$ V,,, for all k <j and u is available for t$ at s, we get that u $ V, 
for all k <j. If u E t$, we are done. Otherwise, we have the existence of a number 
which is not in any V,, is never available for any V, with k > j, and is eventually 
available for t$. If l$ fl A = 0, the construction eventually puts the least such 
number into A as in the first case above. 
(iii) This is immediate from (ii) and the fact that y only gets a new element at 
s+lif &nA,=0. 
The proof of the lemma, and thus of the theorem, is complete. El 
Open question: Is there any h.h.i. set (or any cohesive set) which is the unique 
nonisolated point of a fl class? The case where we require the set to be flz is 
also open. 
Recall that in Theorem 2.15 we constructed an r.e. set A which does not belong 
to any thin l$ class. The next result brings together the two central concepts of 
this paper, maximal sets and thin classes. 
Theorem 3.4. There is a maximal set A which is not a member of any thin fl 
class. 
Proof. The construction is a variation on the standard construction of a maximal 
set as in Soare [31, Ch. X]. We use a set of movable markers m, which at stage s 
sit on the number rn_ to describe our enumeration A, of A. As usual the 
numbers m2e,s are never in A, and every number not in A, is the position of some 
marker at stage s. However, there will be circumstances in which numbers of the 
form m2e+I,s are in A,. Another divergence from the general format of the 
standard construction is that we always move markers rnB and m2e+, together. 
Thus if we move either one, we move both. The purpose of this pairing of 
markers is to leave room to satisfy the requirements that A not be on any thin 
tree T. As usual when the least marker moved at stage s is m, it is moved to a 
marker position mi,, which is not in A, for some i > e. The motion of the other 
markers and the enumeration of numbers into A is slightly perturbed from the 
standard procedure by our having to move markers in pairs. 
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Construction. Recall that the e-state of a number x is the sequence 
U%(X)> w,(-x), . . . 9 W,_,(x)). The e-state at stage s is simply the same sequence 
but with w,, replacing K for i <e. The e-states are ordered lexicographically. 
Markers are moved to maximize the minimum of the e-states of m2e,S (and 
m2e+l,s if m2e+i.s is not in A,). More precisely, at each even stage s of the 
construction we check for each e < s if one of the following two conditions hold: 
(1) m2e+r,s is in A, and there are marker positions mi,, < mj,$ for some 
i > 2e + 1 which are not in A, and are in higher e-states than m2e,S. 
(2) m2e+l,S is not in A, and there are marker positions mi,s < mj,, not in A, such 
that i > 2e + 1 and the e-states of mi,s and mj,, are both higher than the minimum 
of the e-states of rnze,$ and m2e+l,s. 
If there is such an e <s, we let (e, i, j) be the (lexicographically) least such 
triple. We move rnS and m2e+l to m,,S respectively. We also put all numbers mk,s 
into A for 2e < k < i and i < k <j. Markers m, with it > 2e + 1 are moved in order 
to the first available marker positions which are not in A. 
We next describe the odd stages of the construction which are designed to 
guarantee that A is not on any thin T. We have defined restraint functions and 
may put a number into A to satisfy the requirement for some r if it does not vio- 
late this restraint. We then impose some additional restraint to try to keep this 
requirement satisfied. There is almost no visible interaction between this 
argument and the e-state construction. When we put a number into A at an odd 
stage of the construction we move no markers and we move markers at even 
stages to maximize e-states as above without regard to the constraint imposed. 
Numbers less than some restraint entering A do, however, injure the restraint 
and reset it to 0. Let [i, j] be a standard coding of a pair (i, j) of natural numbers 
as a natural number. 
We check if there is an e = [i, j] <s such that A, 1 m2e+l,S has not been seen to 
be nonextendible in K (in s steps), m2e+l,s is greater than R(i, s) and not in A, 
and A, r m2e+l,s -1 has been seen to be nonextendible in K. If so, we let (i, j) be 
the lexicographically least such pair. We put m2e+l,s into A but do not move any 
markers. We also define a restraint function r(i, s + 1) = m2e+l,s. As usual, r(i, t) 
remains constant at this value until a stage t > s at which we put a number less 
than r(i, s + 1) into A. At such a stage we reset r(i, t) to 0. As in standard, 
R(i, s) = max{r(j, 8): j < i}. 
Veritications 
Claim 1. Each maker eventually stops moving, i.e., for each e, lim, me,s exists and 
is less than 00. We will denote this limit by m,*. Hence w \A is infinite. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose for the sake of an induction argument that all markers 
mk for k < 2e have reached a limit by stage sO. As each time we move m2e and 
mS+1 after s,, we increase the minimum of the e-states of their positions 
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(ignoring m2e+1,~ if it is in A) and there are only finitely many e-states, it is clear 
that we can move them only finitely often. 0 
Claim 2. For each r, the r-states of the m, which are not in A are eventually 
constant (as e+ M) and so A ZLT a maximal set. 
Proof of Claim 2. We proceed by induction on r. We thus assume that for all 
e > e, > r the (r - 1)-state of m, is constant for m, C# A. Suppose for the sake of a 
contradiction that there are infinitely many final marker positions outside of A 
which are in each of the two possible r-states. Thus there is some e > e, such that 
rnt or rn&+* ( w K h’ h is not in A) is in the lower r-state. By our assumption, we 
eventually reach a stage at which we see that two marker positions mk,s and mn,s 
both larger than m2e+l,S = mze+I are in the higher r-state. Our instructions for 
moving markers would now force us to move m2e and m2e+l for the desired 
contradiction. 0 
Claim 3. For each i and all suficiently large j, m&jl+I I$ A and, if A E [TJ, then 
A 1 mzLi,jl+l-l is an extendible node on z. 
Proof of Claim 3. We proceed by induction. Thus we may assume that 
m&nI+l 4 A for every k < i and every n > n, for some n,. We may also choose s0 
such that, for k <i and any n, if mz,k,nI+l is in A, it is in A,,. Consider any 
marker mzqi,jl+l whose final position is greater than s0 and has not been 
enumerated in A by stage sO. (Clearly only finitely many markers are excluded by 
this proviso.) If the final position m2*[i,jl+l of this marker is put into A at stage s 
(necessarily >sO), then we claim that A $ [TJ. It can be put in at stage s only if 
A, 1 mqi,jl+l,sr‘l is nonextendible on T. Putting m21i,jl+l,s into A makes 
A, 1 m2,i,jl+1,sr‘l an initial segment of A,. Our assumptions on sO, the definition of 
the restraint function and the fact that this marker (and so each smaller one) has 
reached its final position guarantee that no further numbers can be enumerated in 
A below mz[i,jl+l,SS Thus A 4 z. In this case, no later final marker position 
m$i,k]+l for k > j can be put into A at a stage t > s by construction. This same 
consideration applies in any situation in which A 4 [ TJ: no final marker position 
larger than the initial segment of A that forces it off [r] can ever be put into A 
after the stage by which this initial segment has been seen to be off [T]. On the 
other hand, if A 1 mzLi,jl+l- 1 is nonextendible on T, then we will eventually 
discover this fact at some stage s1 > so. Let s >s, be the stage at which the least 
marker ever moved after stage s1 is moved. At stage s all restraints imposed 
when non-final positions of markers are enumerated in A are reset to 0. Thus 
R(i, s) <so by our choice of so. NOW as mqi,jl+l,S >s,>R(i, s), we put 
mqi,jl+l,s = mzLi,jl+l into A forcing A off I& as described above. 0 
Claim 4. For each i, if A is on T then [TJ is not thin. 
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Proof of Claim 4. Fix i and suppose that A E [TJ. We will define a subtree 2’; of 
r such that A E [Tf] but there are infinitely many numbers m such that 
A 1 m-0 i A (and so is extendible on r and rl) while A r m-1 is extendible on T 
but not on T,f . For each such m, we will thus have a distinct element of [ ZJ \ [ Ti], 
which shows that [TJ\[Tf] is infinite. On the other hand, since A is maximal and 
therefore nonrecursive, the fact that A E [Ti] will imply that [Tf] is infinite. This, 
of course, will show that K is not thin. By Claim 3, there is a j,, such that for all 
i ajo, m&jl+i $ A and A 1 m&jl+l -1 is extendible in T. Let s0 be such that all 
markers m, for e s 2[i, j0] + 1 have reached their final positions. Define Ti to be 
the subtree of T gotten by making every string of the form A, 1 m2,i,jl+1,s-l with 
j >j,, and s > s0 terminal in T:. Thus there are infinitely many m (all the m&il+l 
for j >jO) such that A 1 m-1 is extendible in T but not in T,!. All that remains is 
to show that A E [ Ti]. This could fail only if there is some j >jO and s > s0 such 
that A, r mqi,jl+l,s -1 is an initial segment of A. Now m21i,jl+l,s cannot equal 
m&l+i since by our choice of jO, mzLi,jl+i $A. Thus there is a t > s at which we 
move m21i,jl+i,s. AS we can move m2[i,jl+i,s only if we also move m21i,jl,s, m2[i,jl,s 
must enter A and SO A, r mqi,jl+l,sc‘ 1 is not an initial segment of A as required. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. Cl 
4. Recursive Boolean algebras and Martin-Pour-El theories 
The Stone Representation Theorem implies that every Boolean algebra is 
isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of clopen sets of a topological space (indeed 
of a Boolean space). If the Boolean algebra is countable, the proof shows that it 
is iosmorphic to the Boolean algebra RC(P) of relatively clopen sets of a closed 
class P contained in 2”, and of course RC(P) is countable for every closed class P 
contained in 2”. In this section we point out effectivized versions of this 
correspondence and use them to transfer some of our results on fl classes to 
results on Boolean algebras which can be obtained as the quotient of a recursive 
Boolean algebra by an r.e. equivalence relation. In particular, Theorem 4.8 is an 
effective version of the Stone Representation Theorem. We determine the 
meaning of thinness and of the Cantor-Bendixson derivative in the setting of 
Boolean algebras. We also look at the connection between recursive Boolean 
algebras and theories of propositional calculus, in particular with Martin-Pour-El 
theories. Finally, we interpret the results of the previous sections on fl classes 
for recursive Boolean algebras and for theories of propositional calculus. 
Some of the results are known as part of the folklore of the subject. For more 
on recursive Boolean algebras, see Remmel [27]. 
We first consider as our underlying recursive Boolean algebra a recursive 
countable atomless Boolean algebra. The Boolean algebra Q of propositions 
discussed in the introduction is such a Boolean algebra. Now it follows from a 
theorem of LaRoche [19] and Goncharov [13] that any two recursive atomless 
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Boolean algebras are recursively isomorphic. Thus in order to relate more 
directly to our results on fl classes, we will use the countable atomless Boolean 
algebra of clopen subclasses of 2”. 
For any closed class P c 2”, let RC(P) be the Boolean algebra of relatively 
clopen subclasses of P with the standard set operations. The standard countable 
atomless Boolean algebra is RC(2”), which has no atoms. Now for any nonempty 
subclass P of 2”, let 
9(P) = {U E RC(2”): P c U}. 
It is easy to see that S(P) is a filter in RC(2”). 
Define the filter generated by an element x of P to be 
9(x) = {K E RC(P): x E K}. 
Theorem 4.1. For any closed class P c 2”: 
(a) A relatively clopen subset K of P is an atom of RC(P) if and only if K = {x} 
for some x E P. 
(b) For any x E P, {x} E RC(P) if and only if x is isolated in P. 
(c) A subset F of RC(P) is an ultrafilter of RC(P) if and only if F = 9(x) for 
some x E P, i.e., all ultrafilters are principal. 
(d) RC(P) is isomorphic to the quotient RC(2”)/9(P). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that the relatively clopen subclass K of P is an atom of 
RC(P). We claim that K has exactly one element. By the definition of an atom, 
K # ORC@‘) that is K cannot be empty. Now suppose by way of contradiction that 
K has two distinc; elements x and y. Choose an interval U such that x E U but 
y 4 U. Then U(x) II K is a proper subset of K, which shows that K is not an atom. 
(b) This follows immediately from the observation in Section 1 that an element 
of a closed class P is isolated if and only if there is an interval U such that 
un P= {x}. 
(c) It is clear that for any clopen set U, either U fl P E 9(x) or (2”\ U) n 
P E 9(x), so that 9(x) is an ultrafilter. 
On the other hand, suppose that F is an ultrafilter in RC(P). Then F is a family 
of closed subsets of P with the finite intersection property, that is, for any 
Kr, . . , K,EF, Kin- - . fl K,, # 0. It follows that n F # 0. NOW choose x E n F. 
We claim that F = 9(x). The choice of x implies that x E U for all U E F, so that 
F c 9(x). But F is an ultrafilter that is, it is not included in any larger filter. Thus 
F = 9(x). 
(d) For any U E RC(2”), let [U] be the equivalence class in the quotient 
algebra. Recall that the equivalence relation modulo S(P) is defined so that 
[U] = [V] means that U and V agree on a set in 9(P), which is the same thing as 
U n P = V tl P. Now let @r(U n P) = [U]. It is clear that Qp is a Boolean 
isomorphism from RC(P) onto RC(2”)/%(P). Cl 
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Now we want to consider a recursive representation of the Boolean algebras 
RC(P). We begin with the underlying algebra RC(2”). For any finite sequence of 
strings a,,, . . . , a,,_, , the number s = [oO, . . . , CT,-~] will represent the clopen 
set U(s) = Z(oO) U . . * U Z(o,,_l). Let B(2”) be the set of all such codes for finite 
sequences of strings. This is a recursive subset of o, that is, just the set of 
numbers which begin with a ‘2’ in the base three representation. For any p E 2<” 
and any s E B(2”), we have 
Z(p) c U(s) e (Vr)[(lh(r) s k & p i z)+ (3 < m)(ai -C t)], 
where k is the maximum of {lh(Ui): i cm}. Then if t = [q,, . . . , z,_~] is another 
element of B(2”), we have 
U(S) C U(t) e (Vi < m)[Z(oi) C U(t)]. 
Then of course we have 
U(S) = U(t) ‘3 (U(s) c U(t) & U(t) c U(s). 
The latter defines an equivalence relation on B(2”), written s = t. 
We see by inspection that each of these relations is recursive. Now let us 
consider the Boolean operations on the clopen sets. For two elements s = 
[oo, . * . > u,,,_J and t = [z,,, . . . , z,-,] of B(2”) as described above, we can define 
1.s = [PO, . - * , p,-II, 
where {pO, . . . , P,,_~} lists in lexicographic order the strings of length k which are 
incompatible with each of the oi. 
We can define 
S v t = [a(), . . . ) Urn-l, To, . . 1, q-11. 
Finally, we can define 
s A t =1(1(s) v 1(t)). 
Then each of these operations is recursive on B(2”) and it is easy to check that 
Z_+(S)) = 2”\ U(s), U(S v t) = U(s) U U(t) and U(s A t) = U(s) fl U(t). 
This gives us a recursive representation of the Boolean algebra RC(29. Note 
that B(2”) is not itself a Boolean algebra. Rather the quotient of B(2”) modulo 
the equivalence relation = is a Boolean algebra which is clearly isomorphic to 
RC(2”) and will turn out to be recursive by the next lemma. 
Let us define a recursive quotient Boolean algebra to be the quotient 93/=B, 
where 93 = (B, sB, lB, A~, v”) is a recursive structure such that B c w, such 
that =B is an equivalence relation on B, such that the unary operation 9 and the 
two binary operations vB and I\~ preserve the equivalence classes, and such that 
the set of equivalence classes forms a Boolean algebra. 
Lemma 4.2. Any recursive quotient Boolean algebra 93 is isomorphic to a 
recursive Boolean algebra d. 
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Proof. Define the universe A of J& by 
A={b~B:(Va<b)+z=~b)}. 
For any b E B, let q(b) be the least a such that a =B b. Then define the 
operations on A by 
-@(a) = V(lB@))? avAb=q(avBb), and aAAb=q(aABb). 
It is clear that the set A together with these operations forms a Boolean algebra 
which is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra on the equivalence classes of B and 
that the set A and each of the Boolean operations is recursive. The ordering 
relation on A is also recursive, since it is given by 
acAb e avAb=b. 0 
It follows that the Boolean algebra RC(2”) is isomorphic to a recursive 
Boolean algebra. Now we want to consider the Boolean algebra of relatively 
clopen subclasses of an arbitrary fl subclass of 2”. Thus we need to examine 
Boolean algebras which are defined by recursively enumerable equivalence 
relations. With the previous lemma in mind, we define an r.e. quotient Boolean 
algebra to be the quotient a/- of 9, where 93/-B is a recursive quotient 
Boolean algebra, = is an r.e. equivalent relation such that 9 c = and the unary 
operation lB and the two binary operations vB and ~~ preserve the equivalence 
classes under =, and such that the set of equivalence classes forms a Boolean 
algebra. This notion is due to Feiner [ll], who refers to r.e. quotient Boolean 
algebras as r.e. Boolean algebras. 
Now the equivalence relation =E naturally determines an r.e. filter FE = 
{b:b=lB} h’ h w rc includes {b: b =B l”}, On the other hand, any r.e. filter F 
which includes {b: b 2 l”} also determines an r.e. equivalence relation -F, 
where 
a,b e ((a AB+b) v (l”a ABb)) EF. 
Thus for any r.e. filter F on 9, we can define 933/F to be the quotient 9S/=p 
We will just observe that an r.e. quotient Boolean algebra can be realized as a 
co-r.e. set A with operations which have relatively r.e. graphs in A. 
Given a rr( class P, define the equivalence relation =p on B(2”) by 
s = [oo, . . . ) um-J=pt=[t&. . .) t,-11 a P n U(s) = P n U(t). 
For any s E 2”, let [s]’ be the equivalence class of s under cp and let 
@p(S) = U(s) II P. 
Let 93(P) be the quotient algebra of B(2”) modulo the equivalence relation 
E 
P- 
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a recursive tree and let the fl class P = [T]. Then the 
quotient algebra 93(P) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra RC(P) of relatively 
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clopen subsets of P, the equivalence relation =r is recursively enumerable and 
B(2”)/-r is a recursively enumerable quote& Boolean algebra. Furthermore, if T 
has no dead ends, then =p is recursive and B(2”)/-p is a recursive quotient 
Boolean algebra. 
Proof. Following the definition of s = t above, we begin with the relation 
Z(p) II P c U(s) II P, as follows. 
(Z(p) rl P) c (U(s) f-~ P) - (Yk)(Vt)[lh(r) = k & p < z & t E T) 
+ (3 < m)( oi < z)]. 
This relation is r.e. and therefore the following relation is also r.e.: 
(U(S) n P) c (U(t) n P) e (Vi < m)[(Z(oJ n P) c (u(t) n P)]. 
Finally, =p is r.e., since 
s =p t e [U(S) n P> c u(t) n P & U(S) n P c u(t) n PI. 
If T has no dead ends, then we can take k to be the maximum of 
{lh(u,): i < m}, as in the definition of =, so that each relation is again recursive. 
It is clear that an isomorphism Gp between B(2”) and RC(P) is given by 
c+([~]p) = U(S) n P. q 
We next consider the implications for 93(P) if P is thin. Some definitions are 
needed. 
Let 3/-B be a recursive quotient Boolean algebra and let F and G be r.e. 
filters such that %/F and 93/G are both r.e. quotient Boolean algebras. We say 
that 33/G is an r.e. quoteint of 933/F if F c G. Define the r.e. filter 
It is easy to see that F v G is the smallest filter which includes both F and G. 
Then an r.e. quotient of the r.e. quotient Boolean algebra 93/F is just an r.e. 
quotient Boolean algebra 933/(F v G) for some G. Let us then say that F is a thin 
r.e. filter and that .%lF is a thin r.e. quotient Boolean algebra if any r.e. quotient 
of $33/F is isomorphic to 93/(F v G) for some principal filter G = (b ) . 
Now for a @ class P, there is a filter F(P) on B(2”) defined by s E F(P)- 
s =r [O], or equivalently s E F(P) e P c U(s). Thus F(P) is always r.e., and is 
recursive if T has no dead ends. On the other hand, let F be any r.e. filter on 
B(2”) and define the fl class P(F) by 
P(F) = {x E 2”: (Vs E B(2”))(s E F+x E U(s)). 
This gives a one-to-one correspondence between the r.e. filters on B(2”) and 
the fl subclasses of 2”, as demonstrated by the following. 
Lemma 4.4. (a) For any closed set P, P(F(P)) = P. 
(b) For any filter F, F(P(F)) = F. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose first that x E P and let s E F(P). Then P c U(s) and therefore 
x E U(s). It follows that x E P(F(P)). 
Suppose next that x E P(F(P)). S ince P is a closed set, it will follow that x E P 
if we can show that for any clopen set U(s) which includes P, x E U(s). Suppose 
therefore that P c U(s). Then s E F(p). But the definition of P(F(P)) now 
implies that x E U(s), as desired. 
(b) Suppose first that b E F. We claim that P(F) c U(b). To see the claim, let 
x E P(F). Then, letting s = b in the definition of P(F), we see that b E F implies 
x E U(b), as desired. It now follows that b E F(P(F)). 
Suppose next that b E F(P(F)). Then P(F) c U(b). But P(F) is the intersec- 
tion of the family { U( s : s E F} of clopen sets. It follows by compactness that ) 
there is a finite set {si, . . . , s,} of elements of F such that U(s,) II . . - fl U(s,) c 
U(b). Now let s = s1 A - . . A s,. Then s E F and U(s) c U(b), so that s eB b and 
therefore b E F. 0 
It is clear that if P and Q are fl classes and Q c P, then F(P) c F(Q) and that 
if F and G are r.e. filters and F c G, then P(G) c P(F). 
Lemma 4.5. (a) For any closed sefs P and Q, F(P fl Q) = F(P) v F(Q). 
(b) For any filters F and G, P(F v G) = P(F) fl P(G). 
Proof. (a) Suppose first that s E F(P n Q). Then P n Q c U(s). Thus the closed 
set P is a subset of the open set U(s) U (2”\Q). It follows that P c U(t) c U(s) U 
(2”\Q) for some t. Then Q c U(s) U U(l”t) = U(s vBIBt), so that we have 
tEF(P) and svBtEF(Q). But tA(svBIBt)=shBtCBs, so that seF(P)v 
F(Q), as desired. 
Suppose next that s E F(P) v F(Q). Then there are t E F(P) and u E F(Q) such 
that t A~U cBs. Now P c U(t) and Q c U(u), so that P n Q c U(t) n U(u) = 
U(t A”u). But U(t /\B u) c U(s) and it follows that s E F(P fl Q). 
(b) Let P = P(F) and let Q = P(G). It follows from (a) that F(P fl Q) = 
F(P) v F(Q) = F v G. But this implies by Lemma 4.4 that P(F v G) = P(F) fl 
P(G). Cl 
Theorem 4.6. The fl class P is thin if and only if S(P) is a thin r.e. quotient 
Boolean algebra. 
Proof. Let 93 = CB(2”). Note that for any b, P((b)) = U(b) and F(U(b)) = (b). 
Let P be a fl class. For the first direction, let P be a thin I-r: class and suppose 
that 93/G is an r.e. quotient of 93(P). Then the @ class Q = P(G) is a subset of 
P, since F = F(P) c G = F(Q). N ow, since P is thin, there is a clopen set U(b) 
such that Q = P fl U(b). It now follows from Lemma 4.5 that G = F(Q) = 
F(P) v F(U(b)) = F v (b). This shows that 9(P) is a thin r.e. quotient Boolean 
algebra and completes one direction of the theorem. 
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For the second direction, suppose that W(P) is a thin r.e. quotient Boolean 
algebra and let Q be a fl subclass of P. Then F = F(P) c F(Q) = G. Since 
93(P) = S/F is thin, this means that G = F v (b) for some b E B. It now follows 
from Lemma 4.5 that Q = P(G) = P(F) fl P(( b)) = P rl U(b). This shows that P 
is a thin @ class as desired. 0 
Next we consider the Cantor-Bendixson derivative and the corresponding 
derivative for Boolean algebras. 
For any Boolean algebra 93, an element a of B is said to be an atom if a # OE 
but for any b cBu, b = OB. Then the ideal generated by the atoms is 9, = {al v 
- . * v a,: al, . . . , a, are atoms} and the filter FA = {lb: b E Ca,}. The derivative 
93’ of the Boolean algebra 93 is defined to be the quotient 9/FA. It is then 
possible to define the iterated derivative 93= of the Boolean algebra by taking 
93 =+’ = (%j3”)’ for all ordinals a and letting 9’ be the limit of the sequence B” for 
limit ordinals (Y in the following manner. Note that each %a can be viewed as a 
quotient of the original Boolean algebra 93 modulo a filter F(a), where the 
ideals Z(a) form an increasing sequence under inclusion. The limit algebra ?$A is 
then defined to be the quotient of 93 modulo the filter F’= UruCl FS Thus we 
can define the rank of a Boolean algebra to be the least ordinal a such that 93= is 
finite. 
Theorem 4.7. For any closed set P and any countable ordinal a, !33(D”(P)) = 
.93(P)=. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on LY. For (Y = 0, this is trivial. The proof for 
successor ordinals is immediate once we give the case (Y = 1. Now observe that an 
element a E B(2”) is an atom of 93(P) if and only if U(a) n P is a singleton. Thus 
the ideal generated by the atoms consists of 
9A = {s : U(s) n P is finite}. 
Thus the filter 
FA = {s: P\U(s) is finite}. 
Now C??I(P’) = 3(2”)/(F(P) v F,). But the filter F(P) is clearly a subset of FA, 
so that F(P) v FA = FA and we have .93(P)’ = %(2”)lF,. 
On the other hand, S(P’) = .93(2”)/F(P’). But it follows from the definition of 
P’ that for any s, P’ c U(s) if and only if P\ U(s) is finite. Thus F(P’) = 
{s: P’ c U(s)} = FA. It follows that %(P’) = C%(P)‘. 
Now let A be a limit ordinal and let Q = D”(P) = nmCA D”(P). Then 
F(Q) = 1s: Q = U(s)) = LA {s: D”(P) = U(s)) = LA F(D”V’), 
where the second equality follows by compactness. It follows from the definitions 
above that 93(Q) = 93(2”)/F(Q) = B(P)“, as desired. 0 
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Next we consider the reverse direction of the correspondence between a 
classes and r.e. quotient Boolean algebras. For any Boolean algebra 93 with 
universe B = U, let P(9) be the class of ultrafilters on 9. It is easy to see that 
P(B) is a closed subclass of 2”, where an ultrafilter F is represented as by its 
characteristic function. 
Theorem 4.8. (a) Zf & . IS an r.e. quotient Boolean algebra, then P(s&‘) is a 17(: 
class and if 53 is a recursive Boolean algebra, then there is a recursive tree with no 
dead ends such that P(3) = [T]. 
(b) For any Boolean algebra 93 with universe B = w, RC(P(%‘)) is isomorphic 
to $2 and, for any closed set P, P(%(P)) is homeomorphic to P. 
(c) For any r.e. quotient Boolean algebra &, %?(P(&)) is recursively isomor- 
phic to .&. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that .& = .%A/= is an r.e. quotient Boolean algebra. We can 
represent the class P(d) of ultrafilters on J$ as follows. 
XEP(d) e 
(1) (Va)(Vb)[a = b +x(a) =x(b)] and 
(2) (Va)(Vb)[x(a) =x(b) = l-x(a A\B b) = l] and 
(3) (Va)(Vb)[x(a) = 1 +x(a vB b) = l] and 
(4) (Va)[x(a) = 1 @x(+a) = 01. 
This clearly defines a fl class. Observe that we cannot have ~(0~) = 1 since it 
would follow from (3) that x(1”) = 1 and it would follow from (4) that x(1”) = 0. 
Now if 9 is actually a recursive Boolean algebra, then we can omit clause (1) and 
define a recursive tree T with no dead ends such that P(d) = [T]. T is defined to 
be the set of finite sequences x = (x(O), . . . , x(n - 1)) which satisfy the following, 
where lb(x) = II. 
(2) (Va<n)(Vb<n)[(x(a)=x(b)=l&aABb<n)+x(aABb)=l] and 
(3) (Va<n)(Vb<n)[(x(a)=l&avBb<n)-,x(avBb)=l] and 
(4) (Va < n)[(x(a) = 1 & +a < n) @x(+a) = 01. 
(5)k (Va,<a,<...<ak<n)(x(a,)=...=x(a,)=l~a,ABa,AB... 
ABak #OB). 
Clause (5) is needed to establish the finite intersection property for {a < 
n: x(a) = l} which will ensure that any x E T can be extended to an ultrafilter in 
P(9). This then implies that T has no dead ends. 
(b) Let 9 be a Boolean algebra with universe B = CD. The isomorphism from 93 
to RC(P(93)) . g’ IS tven by mapping the element b to {F: F is an ultrafilter of 
3 & b E F}. The homeomorphism from P onto P(93(P)) is given by mapping the 
real x E P to @+(9(x)). 
(c) Now let Sp = W/- be an r.e. quotient Boolean algebra, let P = P(9). Then 
.93(P) = B(2”)/=,. The recursive isomorphism between 93(P(&?)) and .vZ is 
defined by a map @ from ~JZ to B(2”) such that 
(i) a GE b e @(a) ep a(b). 
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(ii) a GA b e @(a) < G(b). 
Here a sA b means that a A B lBb sB 0. The map @ is defined by @(b) = s if 
and only if s codes the sequence a,, . . . , o,, which lists in lexicographic order all 
finite strings u of length b + 1 such that u(b) = 1. 
It follows that if s = G(b), then U(s) = {x: x(b) = l}. 
Now let a, b E B. Suppose that a sB b. Then, by the definition of P = P(W) 
above, we have X(U) =x(b) for any x E P(9). It follows that U(@(u)) rl P = 
U(@(b)) n P, which in turn implies that @(a) sp G(b). For the converse, 
suppose that a is not equivalent to b . Then, without loss of generality a A’ lBb is 
not equivalent to OB and it follows that there is a coded ultrafilter x E P such that 
x(u) = 1 whereas x(b) = 0. Now this means that x E U(@(u)) but n 4 U(@(b)), so 
that @(a) is not equivalent to a(b). 
Suppose that u sA b. Then for any x E P, x(u) = 1 implies that x(b) = 1. Thus 
U(@(u)) rl P c U(@(b)) II P. But this is equivalent to saying that @(a) G Q(b) in 
the Boolean algebra 94(P). For the converse, suppose that @(a) s Q(b). Then 
U( @(a)) n P c I/(@(b)) n P. But this means that any ultrafilter which contains a 
must also contain b and this can only happen if a sA b. Cl 
Corollary 4.9. Every r.e. quotient Boolean algebra is recursively biomorphic to the 
Boolean algebra .93(P) of some fl class P. Cl 
Next we look at the connection with the propositional calculus. Let %?(w) be 
the propositional calculus generated by a countable sequence Ao, AI, . . . of 
atoms. The connection is based on the following simple observation. 
Proposition 4.10. The Boolean algebra RC(2”) of clopen subsets of 2” is 
isomorphic to the Boolean algebra S(w). 
Proof. The isomorphism is determined by mapping the atom Ai to the subset 
{x E 2”: x(i) = 1). •i 
Now a filter in 3?(o) is just a theory of propositional calculus. It is then easy to 
see that proper filters correspond to consistent heories and ultrafilters correspond 
to complete theories. Of course, s(o) has a recursive representation which is 
recursively isomorphic to the recursive representation of RC(2”). Then we also 
see that recursive filters correspond to decidable theories and recursively 
enumerable filters correspond to axiomatizable theories. 
The work of Martin and Pour-El [24] on axiomatizable theories with few 
axiomatizable extensions constructed axiomatizable theories f such that every 
axiomatizable extension off is generated by a single new proposition. Let us call 
such a theory a Martin-Pour-El theory. Then it is clear that Martin-Pour-El 
theories correspond to thin r.e. filters. 
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The original construction of Martin and Pour-El had the filter F = F(A, B) 
generated by the set {Ai: i E A} U {lAi: j E B}, where A and B are recursively 
inseparable. This implies that F has no complete decidable extensions, so that the 
fl class P(F) has no recursive members and is therefore perfect. Thus the work 
of Martin and Pour-El yields a thin perfect @ class. 
Our results now provide Martin-Pour-El theories with only countably many 
complete extensions. 
Before giving the applications of our results on thin classes to Boolean algebras 
and Martin-Pour-El theories, we first consider further the filter F(A, B). 
Degree-theoretically, we understand the degrees of such filters well. They are 
precisely the a.n.r. degrees of Downey, Jockusch and Stob [lo]. Clearly if 
F(A, B) is thin, then A fl B is simple. In [7], it was observed that if F(A, B) is 
Martin-Pour-El (indeed if F(A, B) satisfies a somewhat weaker condition), then 
A U B is hypersimple. On the other hand, degree-theoretical arguments how that 
there exist hypersimple C such that if C is the disjoint union C1 U Cz, then 
F(C1, C,) is not Martin-Pour-El. The remaining question left over from [7] and 
[8] was whether for any maximal set A, there exists a splitting A = A, U A2 such 
that F(A1, AJ is Martin-Pour-El. Downey has recently constructed a maximal 
set with no such splitting. 
We can now define the rank of a theory to be the rank of the corresponding 
Boolean algebra. 
We are now ready to give the Boolean algebra and Martin-Pour-El theory 
versions of the results of the previous sections. We will state only a few examples 
and leave the others to the reader. 
Theorem 4.11. For every recursive ordinal a, 
(a) There is an r.e. quotient Boolean algebra of rank CY. 
(b) There is a Martin-Pour-El theory of rank a. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 2.2 and 4.7. 0 
Theorem 4.12. (a) There is a thin r.e. quotient Boolean algebra with exactly one 
nonrecursive ultrafilter and that ultrafilter has degree 0’. 
(b) There is a Martin-Pour-El theory with exactly one undecidable complete 
extension and that extension has degree 0’. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.9. 0 
Theorem 4.13. (a) If U is an ultrafilter of a thin r.e. quotient Boolean algebra, 
then U’ is recursive in U @ 0”. 
(b) Zf U is an ultrajilter of a thin recursive Boolean algebra, then U’ is 
recursive in U %3 0’. 
(c) Zf F is a complete extension of a Martin-Pour-El theory, then F’ is 
recursive in r @ 0”. 
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.10. 0 
Theorem 4.14. (a) There is an r.e. degree a such that no ultrafilter of any thin r.e. 
quotient Boolean algebra has degree a. 
@I Th ere is an r.e. degree a such that no complete extension of any 
Martin-Pour-El theory has degree a. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.15. q 
Theorem 4.15. Let a and c be r.e. degrees such that a -C c. Then there is a degree h 
between a and c such that 
(a) There is an r.e. quotient Boolean algebra of rank one and a unique 
nonrecursive ultrafilter and that ultrajilter has degree b. 
(b) There is a Martin-Pour-El theory with exactly one undecidable complete 
extension and that extension has degree b. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.16. 0 
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